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Introduction
Mycosociological studies have arisen from the need for more
complete information concerning the complicated structure of plant
communities. These studies are aimed at a complete understanding of
the grouping of fungi and the definition of their role in the
biocenosis.
Many authors (for example Hoefler 1937; Wasilkow 1938; Haas 1953
and Nespiak 1968) have already turned their attention to the need,
indeed the necessity of this type of research. In Poland, this type
of research was begun by Nespiak (1955, 1959) in natural, narrowly
defined plant	 associations,	 chiefly forest associations.	 a,
Bialowiesky National Park provided a good methodological basis.	 r
Presently, our mycosociological literature numbers several tens of
observational studies of this type. These concern most of the lower 	
`s
forest communities of Poland (Nespiak 1955, 1959; Lisiewska 1961,
1963, 1965, 1966, 1974; Lawrynowicz 1973; Endler 1971; Bujakiewicz 	
3
1969, 1973 and others) and valley& and uplands (Wojewoda 1960, 1975;
Salata 1972; bujakiewicz 1975 and others). One of them (Lisiewska
1974) encompasses beech forests in Central and Western Europe.
i
lNumbers in the margin indicate pagination in the foreign text.
t






Poland is one of the leading countries in the field of
mycosociology. Few of our studies, however, have been aimed at
utilizing larger fungi (macromycetes) as indicative species, which
would facilitate the vary precise determination of the traits of
diverse settlements or the consequences of the affects of human
activity on these settlements (Domanski, S. Kowalski, T. Kowalski
19766 3.977).
The purpose of this paper is -to test the determination of the role
and indicative value of fungi in forest associations of the Mt. Babia
Gora massif (this work is partially funded by the Ecological Committee
of the Polish Academy of Sciences). Of great help for specialized
mycosociolo5ical reserch were the phytosociological and
cartographical works of this area, and especially of Mt. Babia Gora
National Park (Walas 1933; Celinski, Wojterski 1961, 1963, 1978 and
others) .
Presented in the first part of this work (Bujakiewicz 1979) were
the general physiographic characteristics of the research terrain,
the distribution of the fungi sites, a list of the 618 taxons noted in
the subalpine forests of Mt. Babia Gora and the initial
characteristics of the forest mycoflora of this massif.
Contained in this part are initial considerations, a description
of the research methods used and the characteristics of the mycof lora
of the lower subalpine forests. The characteristics of the upper
subalpine forests and the work's synthesis is found in part III of this
work
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The Main Phy^iographical Traits of Mt. Babia Gora
i`	 z
Mt, Babia Gora is a small, but high (1725 meters above sea level) ,
remote and compact massif.	 It is characterized by a pronounced
configuration of climatic-plant levels and considerable areas of well
preserved Carpathian wilderness. 	 It is one of the few massifs in the 4gi
Beskids,on whose sculpture the montane glaciers have left their mark. 	 65
{
The characteristic trait of Mt. Babia Gora is the parallel course
of the massif and the pronounced differences in the slopes' incline.
d
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The northern slope is steepe with an incline ranging within the s(„ cape
of 35 0 to 65 0. In the levels above the forest boundry occur numerous
treeless regions, walls and escarpments. Landslides and rock falls
often take place in the subalp3ne forests. The southern slope,
charatexized by a monotonous sculpturing, descends gradually to the
Orawska Valley. Its incline on the upper part of the massif
fluctuates within the range of 1 50 to 25 0 , and 25 0 to 350 on the lower
part (Niemirowski 1963).
The remoteness of Mt Babia Gora and its unique ,formation has led
to the fact that the climatic conditions on this small massif are very
specific and are characterized by a great diversity (illustrations 1,
2) .
t
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Rye. 1. n--$redula suma micstgcr-lyeh opad6w w mm dla stacjl na Babiej G6rze
(1968-77)
1 -- Zawojn (stok p6lnocny, 700 in n.p.m., srednia suma roczna 1202,2 mm), 2--Markowe
Szezawlny (stok p61nocny, 1100 in n.p.m., Arednia suma roczna za okres 1968-73, 1965,6 mm),
3—Staticown (stole poludniowy, 850 m n.p.m., (Srednia sumo roczna 1127,5 mm)
b — Srednin grubok pokrywy snieznej w cm dla stacjl na Babiej G6rze (1968
-77)
1 — Zawoja, 2 —Markowe Szezawlny (1968-73), 3 — Sta[5cowa
Fig. 1. a — Mean monthly sum of precipitation in mm for station on Mt. Babia
G6ra (1968-77)
1 — Zawoja (N slope, 700 m, alt„ mean annual precipitation 1202,2 mm), 2 — Markowe Szeza-
wlny (N slope 1180 m alt., mean annual precipitation for period 1968-73 equals 1965.5 mm),
3 — Stahcowa (S slope, 830 m, alt„ mean annual precipitation 1127.5 mm)
b -- mean thickness of snow In cm for station on Mt. Babla G6ra (1968
-77)
1— Zawoja, 2 — Markowe Szezawlny (1068-73), 3 — Staficowa
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Illustration 2. The mean maximum and minimum ar temperature in oC
Centigrade for stations on Mt. Babia Gora (1968-77)
1--maximum, 2--minimum; a- a-Zawoja (mean annual 6 0C), b--Markowe
Szczawiny (mean annual temp., for period 1968-73 equals 3.2 0C), c--










The northern slope experiences a higher annual rate of
precipitation and is less sunny. The warm and dry foehn blows here in
fall and winter for an average of 20 to 24 days annually (Obrebska-
Starklowa 1963). On the southern slope, where better sunshine
conditions dominate, the annual precipitation rate is considerably
smaller than on the northern slope. This is connected to the location
of the southern slope in the rain shadow. The effect of the rain
shadow is especially pronounced in Stancowa, located at the base of
the steep and high slope.  There is a conf luence of cold air toward the
Orawska Valley in winter on the intensive heated southern slope. The
average annual temperature amplitude is, therefore, greater and
amounts to 18.8 0 at Stancowa (850 m) , while on the northern slope at
Zawoja at 700 m, it only reaches 17.9 0 , 17.8 0 at Markowe Szczawiny
(1180 in) . The average January temperature on the northern slope is
3.50
 at Zawoja, 4.9 0
 at Markowe Szczawiny, and on the southern f^lopes
3.3 0 at Stancowa, while the average July temperature is 14.9 0 at
Zawoja, 13.5 0
 at Markowe Szczawiny and 14.2 0
 at Stancowa.
Southern, southwestern and western winds predominate on Mt.
Babia Gora. The precipitation in the southern months accumulates
during the period from June to August (illustration 1) . Early hoar
frost appears in the lower subalpine forests generally at the end of
September and the beginning of October, and at the end of September in
the upper subalpine forests. The first snow, which lasts until
winter, falls in the middle of October. The thickest snow cover
reaches 178 cm at Zawoja, 200 cm at Markowe Szczawiny and 150 cm at
i.
Stancowa, and lasts an average of 106 days at Zawoja, 163 days at
Markowe Szczawiny and 133 days at Stancowa. The snow cover
disappears in the lower subalpine forests more or less at the end of
April and the beginning of May, and in the middle (and sometimes the






lasts an average of 6 months in the lower and 5 months in the upper
subalpine forests, while it lasts only 3 months on the peaks
(Obrebska-Starklowa 1963).
The soil of Mt. Babia Gora, developed from very weathered
sandstone, for the most part devoid of CaCO3, is distingui shed by its
great diversity connected with the slopes' exposure, the sculpturing
and the climate. The wealth of the plant life of the northern slopes
indicates a greater heterogeneity and fertility of the soil on that
side of the massif.
The differences between the slopes of Mt. Babia Gora are also
manifested in the layer configuration of plants and in the
differentiation level of the plant life. The line of the upper limit
of the forest, for example, on the northern slopes, very contoured,
runs at an average elevation of 1336 m, and on the southern slopes,
1	
less differentiated, at an elevation of 1400 m (Celinski, Wojterski
1973) .
Classical formed patches of many units of rich Carpathian
beeches--Dentario glandulosae-Fagetum--occur on the northern slope
of occur on the northern slope of Mt. Babia Gora, while on the southern
slopes in Poland there is a total lack of beech forests. The beech
occurs only in mixes in the lower subalpine forests and even then
mainly in the form of under growth. The lack of beeches on the
southern slopes of Mt. Babia Gora is probably the result of human
activity, dating back in this area for centuries (Jostowa 1974). A
few beech fragments are found only on the southwest slopes on the
Slovak side of Mt. Babia Gora. On the northern slopes of the massive,
moreover, patches of lower subalpine stands have developed--Abieti-











sycamores--Sorbo-Aceretum and upper subalpine stands--.Piceetum
excelsae carpaticum. Fir fore sts-Galio-Abietetum--have been formed
here in a fragmented way.
Exceptionally well preserved on the southern slopes are patches
of the Piceetum excelsae carpaticum assoc ation. Patches of the
Galio-Abietetum and Abieti-Piceetum montanum associations occupy
much space. The difficult descent of water from the southern slopes
has caused conditions favorable for the occurrence of peat bogs at the
3j	 base of these slopes. Spruce and wet spruce stands grow in this peat
substratum. There are no conditions on the northern slopes for the
occurrence of this type of community. Moreover, on the southern
slopes marsh alder patches have been formed only in fragments. Also,
t
there are only a few patches of Carpathian sycamore.
The differences between the characteristics of the slopes of Mt.
Babia Gora are also expressed in the degree of the preservation of
plant communities. Mt. Babia Gora National Park encompasses mainly
the region of the northern slopes, which is distinguished by the
greater naturalness of plant life. On the southern slopes within the
boundries of the Park are found only an upper subalpine level, a dwarf
pine level and an alpine level. The entire southern slope,
therefore, below 1100 m is used for commercial purposes. Only one
reserve, in the region of the upper forest boundry, has been hitherto
created on the Slovak side of Mt. Babia Gora (Czerwieniec 1974) . In
the future, the entire boundry area, which encompasses the terrain
located above the upper forest boundry, will have to be protected














iThe pioneering work in the field of mycosociology has been
performed by German and Austrian scientists in forest communities in
mountain and upland regions.	 These include:	 Haas	 (1932)	 of the
Black Forest, Hoefler (1937) of the Wieden Forest and Leischner-Siska
(1939)	 of	 the	 foothills	 of	 the	 Salzburg	 Alps.	 In	 the	 1930's,
mycological work, making up the beginnings of the development of f'
19
phytosociology, was performed in plant communities, which was not
always well defined phytosociologically.
	 These were defined on the
basis of species which dominated or called only a type of forest.
	
The
work of Leischner-Siska (l.c.) is an exception to this, since it was
performed mainly in patches of the Fagetum praealpinum association,
as well as in fir forests (Abi.etetum, mixed with accinium myrtillus) 'f
which occurred on steep slopes.
This was a period marked by the gt;est for research methods in
_mycosociolngy=	 The	 subject	 of	 the	 research	 at	 the	 beginning, Jj
however,	 became	 exclusively	 fungi,	 which	 formed	 large
fructifications,	 visible	 to	 the	 naked	 eye.	 These	 fiingi,
representing various	 systematic	 groups,	 were	 later
	
defined	 as
macromycetes	 (Hueck 1953; Wojewoda 1973 and others).
Aknowledgement for the first Polish mycosociological work of
rr
i
mountains goes to that done in the Bieszczads (Domanski and others
1960, 1963, 1967, 1970). 	 This research was performed in patches of
the Dentario glandulosae-Fagetum and Luzulo-Fagetum associations, as d
well as in Caltho-Alnetum marsh alder stands. 	 In these works are
contained many interesting considerations concerning the share of
fungi in oak-hornbeam and spruce forests, and in mountain pastures, F






69Floristic-ecologial, and at the same time, sociological studies
on fungi were performed by Guminska (1962 b, 1966) in the Beskids in
beech (Dentario glandulosae-Fagetum and Luzulo-Fagetum) and fir
forests
The results of tl a research performed on the share of fungi in
patches of various subassociationsof upper subalpine spruce Piceetum
hercynicum stands in Karkonoszy (Nespi,ak 1971) are very interesting.
The work of Lisiewska (1972, 1974) on the problem of the diagnostic
role of fungi in several communities of beech forests in Europe, for
example in montane beech forests in Poland, deserves special
emphasis. In the High BF-kids initial mycosociological research has
been carried out in forest associations on the northern slopes of has
been carried out on the northern slopes of Mt. Babia Gora (Bujakiewicz
1974, 1978) .
Tn thGr %A%j A. pke V a11ey 5 and
 the 0rvdkvwy Uplaiido j- C. es V-L
mycosociological work hits been done in many forest associations in the
Switokrzyske Mountains (Lisiewska 1978) , in Portocz (5alata 1972) , in
the area of Jura Krakowska (Wojewoda 1960, Guminska 1962 b) and in the
Ojcowsky National Park (Wojewoda 1975).
Of European studies on mycosociological characteristics, the
work of Hoefler (1955) , performed in patches of Piceetum montanutn in
the Alps and the ecological studies of Horak (1963) , carried out in
patches of Piceetum subalpinum and Rhodoreto-Vaccinietum in the
region of the Rhaetic Alps, deserve attention. The research of Favre
(1948 in the peat bogs and the forests of the Swiss Jura have a
sociological character, as does the work performed in the Alps by

















upper forest boundry, and that by Friedrich (1942) in pine-spruce
forests.
In the 1960 1 x, very interesting mycosociological research was
performed in Hungary in many patches of desiduous forests in the
Matra, Buekk, Bakony and other mountains (Bohus, Babos 1960, 1967).
This work can serve as models of mycosociological endeavors.
In the FRG, research has been performed in thc. mountains above
the Weser in beech patches (Jahn, Nespiak, Tuexen 1967). Numerous
studies on sociological characteristics have also been performed in
the mountains of Yugoslavia, mainly in beech and fir forests, for
example in the region of Gorski Kotar (Tortich, 1966), in the Tara
Mountains (Lisiewska, Jelich 1971) 1 in vranica (Tortich, Lis4owska
1974-1975) and in the Jakupica mountains (Tortic, Cekova 1975).
Cooke (i955) performed one of the first mycological studies in
narrowly defined plant communities in mountains outside of Europe,
for example in patches of communities of Abies grandis-Pachistima,
which occur on the slopes of the Rocky Mountains. This work makes an
important contribution to the study of the total concept of
phytocenosis, since the author considered in her observations a large
group of sporiferous plants (fungi, lichens, mosses) and compares
their share in all of the studied plant communities.
The Share of Macromycetes in the Forest Associations of Mt. Babia Gora
In the history of the study of the role of fungi in the



















This is the consequence of the variable nature and huge variability of
the morphological tra.ts of fungi. This leads to the fact that the
methods used in phytosociology do not fully adapt to mycosociologieal
research. Either, their modifIcaation is necessary (Moser, 1949) or
completely different methods must be used (Bohus, Babos 1960, 1967;
Jahn, Nespiak, Tuexen 1,967; Nespiak 1968, 1971; Kalamees 1968 and
others). Presently, mycologists agree that it is necessary to
conduct +esearch in permanent plots located, if possible, in
homogenous patches of plant associations, over a period of time no
less than several years. Barkman (1973) considers, that this period
ought to be 5 to 10 years, while Hueck (1953) finds that observations
should be carried out long enough to see a braking in the increase of
the number of species in a studied plant patch. The problem of
defining the abundance of the fructifications of fungi occurring in
studied plant communitie s has been an open one for a long time, and the
d4versity of methods with regard to this depend on the goal of the
research and the technical possibilities (Hueck 1953; Bohus, Babos
1960, 1967; Nespiak 1968; Guminska 1976).
In studies on the share and role of macromycetes in the forest
associations of Mt. Babia uora, the research area has been the entire
subalpine forest region of this massif, while the object of special
observations was 49 permanent research and 16 comparison plots, hence
a total of 65 points, The need to use observations in permanent plots
simultaneously with studies of the entire research area has been
stressed by many authors, for example Kalamees (1968) and Wojewoda
(1975)
Systematic mycosociological studies were performed from May
1968 (with breaks in 1970 and 1971) until September 1977, in permanent
plots located for the most part by phytosociology in the most
















massif, both within Mt. Babia Gora National Park (22 plol,,$) and
	 71
outside o£ it (27 plots) . In 1974 and 1976 supplemental observations
were performed in 16 plots in the forests on the Slovak side of Mt.
Babia Gora.
The size, form and number of plots were based on the settlement
conditions of a given forest association and on the degree of the
homogeneity of its patches. The number of plats was proportional to
the area occupied by a given association on Mt. Babia Gora.
The characteristics of the forest associations of the studied
massif were plotted on the basis of an analysis of phytosociological
records made by the author according to the Braun-Blanquet method in
all of the observational plots and on works on the forest associations
of this terrain (Celinski, Wojterski 1978). Tests of the initial
definition of communitie p developing on peat substratum, which were
not included in the mentined works on the forests of Mt. Babia Gora,
and in which mycological research was systematically performed, were
r
undertaken. The soils were characterized on the basis of an analysis
	 M ' a
of the soil profile done in and near permanent plots (Celinski,
Wojtersk 1978). Additionally, soil reactions were performed by a
field method, taking samples from the plot layers of the profile at
depths of plus or minus 3 to 5 cm, which for the majority of cases
corresponded to the fermentation substrata of ApF. s
The studies in the designated plots were performed over a period
of 4 to 5 years, predominately 3 to 4 times a year (spring, summer,
























^i a plot, each time all of the fungi species were noted, their
fructifications or basidia were counted and their affinity and
substrata in which they appeared, were defined.
9 ecological groups of fungi species were studied in relation to
the substratum, from which their fructifications were collected.
These fungi grew: 1--in soil (saprophytic, symbiotic), 2--on rotted
plant remains (fallen leaves, shoots, needles, cones, fruit,
fructifications) , 3--Yon fallen twigs, branches and bark fragments, 4-
-on rotting stumps and logs and on live trees, 5--among moss, 6--on
fireplaces, 7--in excrement, 8--on rotted fungi (and parasitizing on
fungi), 9--on insects and their pupa. In cases, where the fungus
species occurred in different substrata, it was counted in that
ecological group, in which it was most frequently represented during
the entire study„
A synthetic-comparative method, which subjected to verification
the relationship between the occurrence of fungi species and the
aggregate of the traits of the settlement represented by a given
forest association, was adopted in the myeosociological study. The
basis for the evaluation of these connections was an analysis of the
loyality and stability of occurrence and the abundance of the
fructification of 465 species, 11 mutations and 3 forms (a total of 479
taxons) of fungi collected in the observation plots in the studied
forest associations. The tabular comparison was per£omred on the
basis of the sociological defintion of the indicative values of fungi
(Hoefler 1937) as species characteristic for a forest association (or
group of associations) and as species which differentiate patches of




p^The number of the plots (1-65) corresponds to that of the site on
the map (Bujakiewicz 1979) and the number of the phytosociological
records made in the studied plots. These records are arrayed in the
tables in accord with the configuration of the phytosociological
records, according to the settlement's fertility, from richest to
poorest.
At the top of the tables is found information concerning the
observation plots and some , traits of the settlements have an affect
on the character of the mycoflora in the studied patches. Defined
here, for example, is the degree of changes caused by human activity,
and the felling of trees and the results connected with this, the
presence of fireplaces, the use of pastures, etc. A scale of 4 grades
was adopted: 0--no changes noted; 1--insignificant changes in the
stand; 2--greater change in the stand, fireplace, traces of grazing,
3--very significant changes leading to the patch's devastation
(felling, changes in the forest's structure, mulch destruction,
fireplaces, etc.).
The ecological groups of fungi are tracked in the tables
separately and compared with each other on the basis of the entire
scale of differentiations of forest associations.
In the mycosociological tables, the first number gives the
number of the appearances of fungi species in a studied plot (or in a
given forest association) over the entire research period, while the
exponent sign defines the abundance of the fructifications according
to the scale used in the work of Jahn, Nespiak, Tuexen (1967) , namely:
a (abundant) , n (numerous) , r (rare) . With regard to the fact that in
the studies on the relationship of fungi with a forest association,






ones, and with the aid of this estimated scale, both the abundance and
the affinity of fungi were defined. Using this scale, moreover,
those species of fungi, for whom the degree of abudance was difficult
or impossible to obtain, could be included in the tabular comparisons.
Mycological Characteristics of Lower Subalpine Forests
The lower subalpine forests on Mt. Babia Gora reaches from the
massif's base to 1150 meters above sea level. Associations of
Dentario glandulosae-Fagetum, Galio-Abietetum and Abieti-Piceetum
montanum are limited exclusively to the geobotanical region.
Patches of Sorbo-Acertum, which occur as a rule on the edges of this
subalpine forest, are also found in the upper subalpine forests, and
even on the upper edge of these forests. The azonal Caltho-Alnetum
association occupies a small area in the lower subalpine forest, while
azonal Bazzanio-Piceetum and Sphagnetum magellanici communities
occur on the southern slopes in a peat substratum.
Caltho-Alnetum incanae (Jasiewicz 19G5) em. Stuchlik 1968--Marsh
Alders (tab. 2 and 3)
Patches of marsh alders (sub Alnetum incanae-Bujakiewicz 1974)
occur in local depressions of river valleys. Typical patches,
floristically rich occur on the northern slopes of the massif, while
small alder fragments appear, for the most part due to artificial
reforestation, on the southern slopes.
The alders occur in montane marshes, which are very flooded.


















brown black level of humus with a sticky consistency is around 20 cm
thick. Under this appears a thick layer of clay. The reaction of the





Many of the patches are made up of a mixture of spruce and fir.
The undergrowth is rich and luxurious, but in some locales, not
covered by flowering plants, patches of Conocephalum conicum create a
dense cover on the marshy soil.
93 species of fungi were collected in stands of marsh alders.
Terrestrial fungi dominated, especially those which are symbiotic
with	 alder	 (Alnus	 incana,	 A,	 glutinosa),	 such
	
as:	 Naucoria
escharoides,	 N.	 scolecina,	 hactarius	 obscuratus,	 Cortinarius
helvelloides	 and	 C.	 bibulus	 (Moser	 1953;
	 Jahn	 1964	 a;	 Engel,
Friederichsen 1976). 	 The rather common fructification of Paxillus }
filamentosixs and Russula pumila in some patches deserves attention. i
Both species have a permanent affinity for alder (Kotlaba, Pouzar
1960; Jahn 1976) and have hitherto been noted in Poland in small sites
(Skirgiello	 1968,	 Jahn	 1976).	 The	 fructifications	 of Gerronema t
setipes grow rather abundantly in clumps of moss; Cortinariusbibulus





The wealth of plant life in alder patches and the considerable
Nx
moisture of the settlements favor the development of fungi fruiting on
the rotting remains of plants. 	 Pezizella a1T'rrlla appear massively
on the blackened fructifications of alder, while on the rotted
E
remnants	 of	 Petasites,	 Calyptella
	 cfr.	 flos-alba,
	 Typhula
sclerotioides and Pistillaria typhuloides, known from a few sites in
e
Poland, massively occur (Gulminska 1976).
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The following occur on the fallen twigs of alder only in alder
patches: Mycena speirea and M. vitil,ls, a no smaller number in this
association is made up by Tubaria fLrfurac;ea. of the group of fungi
growing on stumps and logs, Phaeomarasmius erinaceus and Pholiota
alnicola have an indicative value for alder. The fructifications of
Phaeomarasmius erinaceus were collected on the trunks of alder or on
the twigs rema: t:ning on the tree, usually at considerable heights.
This species is probably acromycophitic. The fructifications of
this fungus collected by the author in marshy maritime forests of





Connected with the spruce occurring in alder patches is the
















Rye. 3, Gatunki grzybaw wylaczne w badanych zespolach lesnych na Babiej Gorze
a — wszystkle grupy ekologiczne, b — grzyby naziemne, c — grzyby no opadlych galgzkach,
d — grzyby no pniakach f kfodach
Pig. 3, Species of macromycetes exclusive in the investigated forest associations
on Mt. Babia GQra
a
—all ecological group, b — tci roslrtal mncromycetes, c — rungi on fallen twigs, d — fungi oft
stupms and logs, CA — Caltho -Alnetum, SA — Sorbo
-Aceretum, D17F —
 Dentarto glandulosae-
-Fayetum, CA--Calio-Abtatetum, APm — Abtcti-Piccetum molitanum, Pec—Ptcaetu r -A exectsac
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dMarsh alder are differentiated from among all the studied forest
associations of Mt. Babia Gora (Bujakiewicz 1974, 1978) by the
greatest diversity of fungal flora. The number of species collected
in comparison with the number of permanent plots and the number of
observations performed in these patches is indeed large. Many fungi,
especially symbiotic species, fruit here very abundantly. Species
exlusive for this association comprise the largest percentage in
alder stands both with respect to all the differentiated ecological
groups and in the case of only terrestrial fungi (illustration 3).
The alder patches on the northern slopes indicate a marked connection
with patches of Carpathian sycamores (illustration 4), which is
caused probably by the soil's fertility and considerable moisture in
the patches of both these associations. A mutual species is, for
example, Pholiotina blattaria, a fungus occurring abundantly in
marshy forests (Bujakiewicz 1973) . Fungi growing in forests of A1no-
Padion comprise a sign,^ficart percentage in marsh alder patches,
while despite the closeness of alder stands to stands of Carpathian
beech, the share of common fungi in both associations is
insignificant. This should be interpreted by the great settlement
differences in these forests.
A significant percentage of fungi species common for fir
patches, Galio-Abietetum, has been observed in the alder forests on
the southern slope of Mt. Babia Gora, which have arisen for the most
part due to reforestation. The reason for this is the fragmentary
formation of alder forests surrounded on all sides by fir forests.
Marsh alder patches were also the subject of mycological
research in Bieszczady (Domanski and others 1960, 1963, 1967, 1970) .
The numerous occurrence of Lactarius lilacinus in them, as well as
Gyrodon lividus, which occurs more rarely in Poland, deserves





Several species from grey alders have been noted by Wojewoda (1964,
1965) in Gorce (for example Gyrodon lividus) and on Mt. Babia Gora.
Sorbo aucupariae-Aceretum carpaticum Cel. et W, ojt. (1961)
1978--Carpathian Sycamore (tab. 5, 5)
The occurrence of Carpathian sycamore is essentially limited to
the massif's northern slope, where it occurs azonally, most
frequently in the transitional zones between the subalpine forests.
Sycamore patches are connected with very steep slopes subjected
to constant erosion. The substratum is very rocky, rLnd boulders
tumble through the low plant cover, destroying the mulch and the upper
layers of soil. The substratum is sandstone, and in sycamore patches
is rather rich in CaCO 3 . Brown, weakly acidic, soil has been formed
from it (Celinski, Wojterski 1978) . The humus layers, reaching to 40
cm, fill in the fissures among the stones and rocks, not creating, in
general, a pronounced level. The soil's structure is good, and the 	 77
reaction of thhee upper layers approach alkaline.
The undergrowth in sycamore forests is luxurious, but not very
dense. Ferns and. species of herbs play an important role. The share
of nitrophilic plants attests to the soil's fertility.
A total of 94 species of fungi wre collected in the studied
sycamore patches, which--in comparison with the number of permanent
plots and performed observations--puts this association in first
place among the studied forests of Mt. Babia Gora. Despite the fact












fungi, the mycoflora of the patches of this association is indeed
rather rich and characteristic. Attention has been turned, above
all, to terrestrial fungi, connected with fertile, humus soils
(Bujakiewicz 1974, 1978) such as Phodophyllus juncinus, species of
the Conocybe family, as well as Tubaria conspersa and Inocybe c)odeyi.
Some of these fungi occur abundantly in marshy forests (Bujakiewicz
1973) .
Fungi growing on the remains of ferns and sycamore wood, such as
Mycena pterigena, Psilocybe crobula and Rutstroemia luteovirescens,
also have an ,indicative value for sycamore patches. Also Calocera
cornea, which grows on beech logs, and Mycena erubescens,which occurs
among moss on the bark of live sycamores, deserve attention.
The azonal character of sycamore patches is reflected in the
mycoflora I s composition. Fungi from beech forests occur with great
constancy here (illustration 4), for example Mycena crocata,
Marasmius alliaceus var. alliaceus and Hymenoscyphus serotinus.
Sycamore forests, 4herefore, show a small percentage of exclusive
specie., that is species which occur only in this association
(illustration 3). In the case of terrestrial fungi, however, this
association derives greater use, equal to that of patches of the much
wider distributed fir forest. The occurrence of the montane species,
Porphyrellus pseudoscaber, in sycamore forests deserves to be
stressed. In Northern Europe it occurs mainly in deciduous forests
in rather fertile soils, while sites in Southern Europe are found, for
the most part, in coniferous forests (Lange 1974). This species,
probably in connection with fir (Salata 1972) , occurs infrequently on
Mt. Babia Gora, above all, in Abieti-Pi.ceetum montanum.




patches of upper subalpine forests, only a few fungi onnnected with
this association occur (illustration 4).
The fungi in the sycamore forests were also collected in several
sites on Mt. Babia Gora outside of the permanent plots. Attention was
turned to the presence in these patches of Chlorowplenium versi,forme,
which fruits on the fallen twigs of mountain- ashes.
In patches of the thicket association of Sorbetum santae
crucianum,mycosoci.ological observations were performed by Disiewska
(1968). These thickets, with a more variable character than
Carpathian sycamore, are characterized by a dearth of fungal flora,
especially terrestrial. species.
Dentario glandulosae-Fagetum Klika 1927 em. Mat. 1964--Rich
Carpathian Beech (tab. 6, 7) (=Fagetum carpaticum K1ika 1927	 .)
The rich Carpathian beech is one ok the main associations of the
lower subalpine 9rest. It occurs, above all, or ► the northern slopes
of Mt. Babia Gora, while on the southwest slopes a few fragments of it
occur only in the region of Bukowy Gron and Wezowec on the' Slovak side
of the massif. Beech and fir, often mixed with spruce, occur in
Carpathian beech forests. The undergrowth is rich, especially in
summer.
The beech forests on Mt. Babia Gora occupy all types of
settlements in the lower subalpine region and therefore, has
significant floristic-ecological differences. The permanent







differentiated within the confines of this association.
182 species were collected in the beech patches, the largest
percentage of which is made up by fungi (39 percent) growing on rotted
stumps and logs of beech, fir and spruce. The dearth of terrestrial
fungi in the montane beech forests, emphasized by Pilat (1969) , was
also verified by the research on Mt. Babia Gora. Terrestrial fungi
here comprise only 24 percent of the total species collected in beech
forests. The number of species of terrestrial fungi nver exceeded
the number of species of vascular plants (illustration 4), which is
similar to the results in the marsh alder and sycamore forests.
Research performed on Mt. Babia Gora on mycotrophism in
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greater wealth of the mycorrhizic families, which attests to the
natural character of the beech foA,sts of Mt. Babia Gora.
t
Dentario glandulosae-Fagetum allietosum urs ini
Beech patches with ramson occupy the most moist settlements
within the confines of the beech forest and occur only on the massif's
	
b
northern side, in a few plots above streams on rather inclined slopes,
on which the water widely flows and abundantly saturates the soil.
f
These patches occur in fertile, humus, brown soil, which is very
	 i




1978). The humus level with a cloddish structure is around 30 cm
thick. The soil reaction is weakly acidic. In many locales of the
studied patch in the plot the soils appear to be loose, facilitating
	 E
the slide of a fewboulders, usually not covered with vascular plants.
24
FThe most charact^xistic trait of this subasso;cation is the massive
occurrence in spring of Allium ursinum.
Agravala's laboratory studies (1978) have shown the retarding
affect of Allium sativum and A. cepa on the development of terrestrial
fungi in the rhizosphere of of such plants. It is not known if a
similar phenomenon takes place also in the case of Allium ursinum even
under natural conditions, but it can be assumed that the mass
appearance of this plant is not favorable to the development of fungi,
especially terrestrial fungi. Of the fungi of this type znocybe
calamistrata, a rather rare species, connected with fertile and moist
settlements, deserves attention (Lange 1935-1940). The following d
occur here in relative abundance; Marasmius alliaceus, M. recubans
and Mycena capillaris (tab. 8). The fructifications of the rare
species, Oeriporia rhodella, were collected only in patches with
ramsou on logs of Dentipellis fragilis beech and hidden among moss
growing on the logs,
.	 r
The majority of fungi. collected in the discussed patch had small
and delicate fructifications, hidden usually among the abundant mulch
made up of beech leaves.
C
Mycosociological studies in beech patches with ranisun were also
performed in Gory Swietokrzyske, in which the beech forests were
represented by the submontane form Dentario glandulosae-Fagetum,
connecting a type of dry forest to the lower forests in regard to its t
mycoflora (Lisiewska 1978). Of the 15 common species appearing in
the comparison patches with ramson, the majority of the fungi occurred
in deciduous forests. Marasmius 47,liaceus var. alliaceus, Mycena
capillaris, Lactarius subdulcis and Omphalina epi.chysium, species




1974) . 0. epichysium grows on Mt. Babia Gora also in fir forests in
the mixed lower subalpine stands.
.0
Dentariol^andulos ^.e-Fagetum typic um
Patches o:t this type of subassociation overs a considerable area
on Mt. Babia Gora. They occur on montane brown soil, slightly moist,
created from loamy outgrowths, which arise from sandstone or
argillaceous slate (Celinski, Wojterski 1978) . The reactio2l of the
upper layers of soil is weakly acidic, and the level of biological
accumulation is 15 to 20 cm thick.
Within the confines of patches of this type of beech
subassociation were distinguished 4 f acies. Patches of the facies of
Stellaria nemorum occupy an insignificant area on the slopes with 	 80
flowing water, and are rather rich in calcium compounds. The facies
with Impatiens noli-tangere is formed in moist and very fertile
locales. The facies with Mercurialis perennis, occurring on very
steep slopes, is characterized by fertile soil and a share of
sycamore, whle the facies with Asperula odorata occupies a slightly
moist locale on a gradual slope.
In the patches of this type of beech on Mt. Babia Gora occur a
series of fungi species generally found in beech forests, even at
lower elevations. The good state of knowledge concerning the
mycoflora of deciduous forests, and especially beech forests in
Poland and outside its borders (Nespiak 1968; Lisiewska 1972, 1974)
permits the assertion that for the most part these are fungi which are
characteristic for Fagetalia associations (Marasmius bulliardii,


















as well as species characteristic of beech (Hericium coralloides,
Mycena capillaris) and those which occur in lowlands (Oudemansiella
mucida, Mycena crocata) (tab. 8).
The following fruit abundantly in the patches of this type of
subassociation on Mt. Babia Gora: Xylosphaera carpophii a X.
hypoxylon, Hymenoscyphus serotinus and H. calyculus. Hypoxylon
fragiforme and Diatrype disciformis, with an inseparable affinity for
beech also reach their optimum development in these patches
(Truszkowska 1963). Amply represented is the Mycena family (16
species). In the facies with Mercurialis perennis the occurrence of
Rhodophyllus juncinus I which indicates the considerable fertility of
the soil in beech forests, deserves attention. This is a common
species with carpathian s ycamore patches. Mycena erubescens also
points to a connection with the sycamore forest. The fertility of th;1
soil of patches of this type of beech subassociations is emphasized by
the fructifications of the following terrestrial fungi:
Rhodophyllus griseorubellus and R. raditus noted in rich marsh
forests at lower elevations (Bujakiewicz 1973). Lentinel,lus
castoreus, a rather rare species occurring usually in forecits
characterized as wilderness were also noted in the discussed beech








Outside the permanent plots in patches of this type of beech the
Hygrophorus leucophacus, Lactarius pterosporus and L. pallidus,
fungi connected with beech, were noted (Jahn 1964 b; Jahn, Nespiak,
Tuexen 1967). Also noted were Peziza emile 4A-a, a rare species in
Poland, and Mycena pelianthina, Clitocybe odora, Psathyrella
















Dentario glandulosae-Fagetum festucetosum silvaticae	 81
This is the poorest beech subassociation settlement-wise on Mt.
Babia Gora. Patches of it occur on rocky, rather steep slopes, in
brown acidic soil, which arises most frequently from large grain,
carbonateless sandstone (Celinski, Wojterski 1978). The reaction of
the upper layers of the humus level is acidic. The soil's structure
is not positive.
I
The share of f it and spruce in patches of this subassociation is
increased, and the role of beech is lessened. 	 In the undergrowth in
place of species of rich habitats occur sylvan species. 	 Within the
confines of the discussed subassociation 2 facies are distinguished:
facies with Oxalis acetosella occur on gradually inclined and less
rocky slopes, and facies with Festuca silvatica--on steep, less moist
slopes.
Changes in the settlement and in the stand of patches of this
subassociation are reflected in the composition of the mycoflora.
Some fungi species, which are common in this type of subassociation,
were not noted in patches with fescue (for ex. Oudemansiella mucida,
Marasmiusbulliardii),and fungi like Marasmius alliaceus v. subtilis
and Mycena crocata fruit here in very small numbers. 	 Sylvan fungi, (^
however, occur here,, which grow most abundantly in patches of the fir
forest in mixed lower subalpine stands, for ex. Cystoderma carcharias P
and Mycena sanguinolenta, known as typical for forests in connection
with Piceion
	
(Kubichka 1963a,	 1964), and Agaricus abruptibulbus. t
Fungi grow here, moreover, which occur on Mt. Babia Gora, above all, in
the upper subalpine forest, for ex. Russula ochroleuca, Hygrophorus S
olivaceoalbus and Mycena luteoalcalira (tab. 8).	 In Beskid Sad_ecky















forests (Guminska 1962 b), while it shows a very broad ecological
scale on Mt. Babia Gora, and hence the most abundant fructifications
in the upper subalpine forests.
The beech forests of Mt. Babia Gora are characterized by a
relatively low percentage of exlusive species, especially in the
group of terrestrial fungi (illustration 3). Occurring as natural
components of beech forests, spruce and fir introduce a series of
symbiotic fungi, for example Hygrophorus olivaceoalbus and H.
pustulatus (Jahn 1969) . This is caused to a significant degree by a
weakening in the differences in the mycoflora between beech and the
other forests of the lower subalpine region (Bujakiewicz 1974) . Both
on the northern slopes and the southwestern ones in Czechoslovakia do
the beech forests show the largest percentage of species common for
patches of fl.r forest (illustration 4).
The group of fungi growing on the rotted stumps and logs of beech
and fir, which find optimal conditions for development in this terrain
in beech forests, distinguish well the beech forests on Mt. Babia Gora
(table 7, illustration 3). Many authors (for ex. Salata 1972)
consider that fungi growing on rotted wood do not indicate a relation
of plant associations. These fungi, similar to those of other
ecological groups, are developed under the predominate influence of
specific microsettlement conditions in a given forest association.
If, however, they occur exclusively in a certain forest association
and fruit abundantly, it can be concluded with great probability that
they have found optimum conditions for their development in it. In
the face of this it is possible to aknowledge this, more or less
locally, as species characateristic for this association. A
significantly weaker relationship has been observed with regard to










The moist microclimate of the northern slopes of Mt. Babia Gora
favors the moldering process of wood. Beech, nonresistant and not
durable, makes an especially good substratum for the development of
saprophytic fungi. Truszkowska (1963) and Fischer (1970) turned
their attention to the wealth of mycoflora connected with beech, and
Pirk, Tuexen (1957) described the community of Trametetum gibbosae
fungi connected with this substratum. Fungi develop on stumps and
logs of beech in relationship to the level of the wood's
decomposition (Kreisel 1961). An example of this is the group of 7
species noted on September 6, 1976 on a 150 year old, fresh beech log on
the Slovak side of Mt. Babia Gora. These include: Oudemansiella
mucida, Fomes fomentarius, Stereum rugosum, Marasmius alliaceus
varietas alliaceus, Armillariella mella, Coryne sarcoides and
Calycella citrina. We probably also have to take into account the
community of fungi growing on fresh beech logs (Runge 1967) , which is
demonstrated by the presence of Oudemansiella mucida, a fungus
growing on beech logs during the early stage of the log's
decomposition or even growing on the trunk of living beeches.
Many fungi were noted by Wojewoda (1965) in the beech forests of
Mt. Babia Gora. Plicatura crispa, Humenoscyphus serotinus and
Hygrophorus eburneus received a good deal of attention. Beech
forests in Gorcy (Wojewoda, 1964) and in Bieszczady (Domanski and
others 1960) had many montane fungi (or those growing in the
mountains) in common with those of Mt. Babia Gora. These include
Polyporus varius, Traimetes hoehnelii, Plicatura crispa and Datronia
mollis. Of the fungi, fruiting in the beech forests of Beskid Sadecky
(Guminska) the following species common with the beech forests of Mt.
Babia Gora deserve mention: Hygrophorus eburne;us, Mycena
capillaris, Marasmius alliaceus, Oudemansiella mucida, Russula








The occurrence of patches of the association, Galio Abietetum
was verified or the first time in Poland on Mt. Babia Gora. Fir
forests are widely distributed here, especially on the southern
slopes, occupying as a rule Carpathian beech settlements, which occur
on this side of the massif only in Slovakia.
i
The studied patches of fir forest occur on gradually inclined
slopes, on brown, acidic soil, developed from thick clay with a
significant skeletal part (Celinski, Wojterski 1978) The reaction
of the upper layers of the humus level is acidic. In the heavily cut
fir forests, the soil's reaction is weakly acidic or approaches
neu
t




In natural patches, the stands of the fir forest are built of fir
	 `
and beech. In many places both species are absent due to cutting and
in their place is spruce.
I
f
The fir forest of Mt. Babia Gora is the settlement richest in
	
fungi (254 species). In some studied patches, the number of 	 }
terrestrial fungi species considerably exceeds that of the species of





The largest percentage of exlusive species after marsh alder has
	
been verified in the fir forest of Mt. Babia Gora (illustration 3) . 	 f
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hIlIn the group of terrestrial fungi it is even a bit larger than in
Carpathian sycamore patches. Of the fungi characteristic for the fir
forest on Mt. Babia Gora, the following should be mentioned:
Cystoderma fallax, Thelephora palmata, Cudonia circinans and Russula
mustelina. Both Cystoderma fallax and Russula mustelina are montane
fungi (Moser 1967; Kotlaba, Pouzar 1962; Romagnesi 1967; Doerfelt
1969), which stresses their role as fungi characteristic for lower fir
subalpine forests.
Early spring fungi, like Mycena strobilicola and the rare in
Poland, Clitocybe radicellata occur exclusively in the fir forest of
Mt. Babia Gora (Guminska 1972). Cortinarius sanguineus, common in
fir forests (Nespiak 1975, but not numerous in mixed forests, deserve
attention. This also concerns the occurrence of Russula delica and
amanita prophyria.
Pi,ceompphale bulgarioides and Strobilurus esculentus, which
develop in early spring on fallen, somewhat rotten spruce cones, find
the optimum conditions for development in the fir forest. Mycena
	
amicta and M. viscosa occur rather abundantly. On Mt. Babia Gora, M. 	 k
viscosa grows more commonly on the wood of spruce than of fir, which
Kubichka has already noted in the Bielske Tatras (1963a).
a
	Both fungi typical for deciduous forests, mainly beech, and
	 84
species growing, above all, in coniferous forests, occur in the fir
I forest. This is especially visible with a comparison of the
mycoflora of the subassociations of the fir forest (tab. 11) , as well
as with a precise analysis of the composition of the m ycoflora in the
Galio-.Abietetum fagetosum subassociation, in beech forests, in
patches of Galio-Abietetum homogynetosum and in coniferous forests
(lower and upper subalpine).
32
wGalio-Abietetum fagetosum
of the two subassociations distinguished within the confines of
	
w
the fir forest, patches of the richer Galio-Abietetum subassociation
are characterized by the significant role of beech both in the stand
and in the undergrowth, and by the presence of a series of beech
species in the undergrowth.
Patches of this subassociation are also distinguished by the presence
a
of a series of fungi which grow mainly in beech forests, for
Hygrophorus eburneus, Lactarius blennius and Pholiota lenta. Some
of them, known to be characteristic for Fagetalia forests (Nespiak
1968; Lisiewska 1974), occur most abundantly on Mt. Babia Gora, for
ex. Russula cyanoxantha ; or exl usi Vel y, for ex. Lactarius blenni.us,	 x
1
precisely in patches of this subassociation of the fir forest, while
others from the same group, for ex. Russula alutacea and Mycena Pura,
C°
re found in patches of both subassociations . The presence in the fir
	 t
forest of Mycena fagetorum, a species characteristic for Fagion, 	 p






In patches of the poorer subassociation, Galio-Abietetum
	 E
homogynetosum, there is a lack of beech, but coniferous species play a 	 s
significant role. Fungi, connected with the needles of spruce and
fir, fruit here abundantly. The Mycena family, for ex. Mycena
aurantiomarginata and M. flavoalba I
 considered to be typcial species
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for Piceetalia forests, are abundantly represented here (Kubichka
1962, 1964). Also known for the fir forests of Mt. Babia Gora are:
Mycena rosella, M. phyllogena, M. vulgaris, M. stylobates and
Lactarius aurantiacus. Fungi from the Mycena family, known as the
most important reducers of organic substance (Burowa, for Holownia
1977) , play an important role in the fir forest in the decomposition of
needle mulch. The presence of Clitocybe ditopa, hactarius
lignyotus, Cystoderma sublongisporum, Hygrophorus pustulatus and H.
o1ivaceoalbus, that is fungi occurring on Mt. Babia Gora mainly in the
upper subalpine coniferous forests, point to the connection of fir
forests with coniferous ones (tab. 11).
The above considerations prove that the differentiation of the
subassociations of the fir forest, Galio-Abietetum fagetosum and
Galio-Abietetum homogynetosum is appropriate. This finds
additional verification in the group of sporiferous plants, which, as
a rule, are considered in phytosociological research.
The patches of fir forest, which occupy only a few plots among the
Carpathian beech forests on the massif's northern slopes, have the
largest percentage of species in common with this association
(illustration 4). On the southern slopes this proportion changes,
since the beech forest on this side of Mt. Babia Gora is basically non-
existent, while more plots are made up by mixed conifers, with which
the fir forest has many species in common.
The fir forests on the southern slopes of Mt. Babia Gora are areas
of especially intensive logging. The massive appearance of
fireplace fungi occurs in many studied plots, for ex. Geopyxis
carbonaria, Peziza violacea, Pholiota carbonaria, Lyophyllum










has a pronounced synatropic character, was aknowledged by Ebert (in
Wojewoda 1975) for the independent association Geopyxietum
carbonar ae, which corresponds to the Geopyxis carbonaria-Aleuria
violacea community, distinguished earlier by Moser (1949). The
phenomenon of coprophilic fungi, which create a ^haracteristic
grouping aknowledged by Vojewoda (1975) for the separate association
of Stropharietum semiglobatae, has a close connection with logging in,
the studied fix forests. Representatives of this group of fungi on
Mt. Babia Gora are: Stropharia stercorari•a (=S. semiglobata),
Psilocybe copropnila and Panaeolus sphinctrinus.
In some patches of the fir forest an insignificant mixture in the
stand is made up of pine (Pinus sylvestris, P. strobus) , larch (Larix
sp. ) and aspen (Populus trmula) . In connection with the presence of
these trees appear, for example connected with larch, Suillus
grevillei and ZLachnellula willkommii, ad with pine Strobilurus
tenacellus, S. stephanocystis, Suillus granulatus and S. luteus.
The fir forest in the Beskids in the Dubny range (Guminska 1966)
contains a series of fungi noted for Galio-Abietetum. Of the tens of
species common for the fir forests of Mt. Babia Gora, Russula
mustelina, Mycena rosella and M. aurantiomarginata deserve
attention. Also, Lentinus adhaerens, a rather rare fungus in Poland,
was noted in the fir, forests of both compared regions.
ak,
The fir forests (Abietetum polonicum at Rortocz (Salata 1972)
and Gory Swietokrzyske (Lisiewska 1978) have many species in common
with lower subalpine fir forests. These are, for example,, Cystoderma
carcharias, Mycena phyllogena and M. aurantiomarginata (Lisie.wska
1978) and Clitocybe radicellata, Cortinarius sanguineus, Mycena





IMt. Babia Gora, the fir forests at Rortocz are also the richest in
	 86
terrestrial fungi.	 a
Also compared are the results of the study pexfored by Leischner-'
.' Siska (1939) in Austria on the separate association of Abietetum in
the facies with Vaccinium myrtillus.
	 It was claimed that this patch i
showed in respect to the mycoflora a transitional character between
the fir forest of Mt. Babia Gora and mixed coniferous forests.
	 Of the
fungi common for both regions Cortinarius sanguineus and Russula
nigricans deserve mention, fulfilling the role of indicative species
for the group of associations, Galio-Abietetum and Abieti-Piceetum
montanum, Lactarius lignyotus and L. rufus, which appear mainly in
these associations, and Russula mustelina, a species characteristic
for patches of the Galio-Abietetum association.
Abieti-Piceetum montanum Szaf., Pawl., Kulcz., 1923--Lower Subalpine
Mixed Coniferous Forests	 (tab. 12, 13)
i 	 1
4	 4
4 Patches of mixed conifers occupy a significant area on Mt. Babia
Gora, especially on the southern slopes.
	 They occur on numerous w	 e
rises and ridges between the river valleys. a
The process of bleaching is quite marked in the soils occuring
beneath mixed conifer stands, the soil's reaction is acidic and the i
mulch layer is rather considerable (Celinski, Wojterski 1978).
I
The mixed conifer forest is floristically the poorest forest
community of the lower subalpine region. The stands are composed of






northern slopes. In patches, in which the beech's role is slight, the
conditions for the development of moss are especially favorable.
Patches of mixed conifers assume the physiognomy and character of
upper subalpine spruce forests. Both associations represent the
Vaccinio-Piceion connection.
The mixed coniferous forest on Mt. Babia Gora is the richest in
fungi (204 species) after the fir forest. Terrestrial fungi comprise
38 percent and in 3erveral studied patches exceed the number of
vascular plant species (illustration 5). Species exclusive to mixed
plots, however, are relatively few (illustration 3). These are, for
example, hactarius camphoratus, Cantharellus cibarius, Cordyceps
ophioglossoides, Skeletocutis amorpha and Morchella elata, playing
the role, for the most part, of indicative species for this forest
association in the studie area. Cortinarius collinitus, as well as
Galerina hypnorum,which is connected with the strong development of a
moss layer in this association; occur mainly in mixed forests.
s	 c
On the northern slopes the mixed forest, shows a pronounced
mycofloristic relationship with the beech and fir forests. The
presence of beech on these slopes affect the mycoflora composition of
almost all the associations of the lower subalpine forest. Upon
closer analysis it is seen, however, that the common species here are,
for the most part, those fungi which occur on a broad ecological scale,
mainly connected with beech wood (Marasmius alliaceus, Trametes
hoehnelii, Calycella citrina, Pholiota aurivella, Omphalina
epichysium and others) , while fewer species of terrestrial fungi (for
ex. Russula alutacea, R. cyanoxantha and Lactarius subdulcis) go from
the beech to mixed forests. In the discussed pateches Gloeophyllum







The mycofloristic similarity of the mixed forest to the fir
forest on the southern slopes, as has already been mentioned, is much
greater. Most numerous in patches of both associations are:
	 4
Albatrellus ovinus and Lentinellus cochleatus, which most commonly
grow in the mountains (Somanski, Orlos, Skirgi.ello 1967; Wojewoda
1965), Lactarius picinus and L. lignyotus, connected with spruce
stands (Shmarda 1969), as well as Mycena rubromarginata, Lycoperdon
umbrinum, L. foetidum and Russula densifolia. The occurrence in the
mixed forest of fungi connected mainly with the fir is characteristic,
observed more frequently than on the northern slopes. These species
include: Hymenochaete cruenta and Aleurodiscus amorphus. The
fructifications of the Ciboria rufofusca, art, interesting and rather
rare species, was noted only on the southern slopes in both mentioned
associations on fallen fir cones.
The mycof loristic similiarity of the mixed forest and the upper i
subalpine spruce forest is marked, above all., by the presence of
fungi, which grow among moss (Calarina sahleri, G. mniophi la) , and by 	 Ri
the occurrence of, for ex., Naematoloma radicosmu, N. dispersum,




common in the upper subalpine forest. k	 i
One of the consequences of logging is the appearance of fireplace
fungi in many patches of m.x-1 coniferous forest. Among those
deserving attention is Coprinus angulatus, an interesting and rare
species in Poland (Guminska 1972) . Coprophilic fungi appear here in
small numbers.
In patches of mixed forest on the southern slopes, moreover, the
occurrence of Isariasphecophila,a fungus growing in the studied area
E
on Vespa wasps, was often observed.
38
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Bazzanio-Piceetum Br. Bl. et Siss. 1939 (tab, 14, 115)
An analysis of the records made in the patches of moss spruce
forests showed a great similarity of this forest to patches of the
Bazzanio-Piceetum Br. B1. et Giss. 1939 association, while high moor
patches (a non-forest community of Sphagnum magellani.cum--in
Bujakiewicz 1979) where spuce grow are similar to patches of the
Sphagnetum magellanici (Male. 1939) Schwirk.1933 association. Both
associations are known in the mountain regions of Czechoslovakia
(Rybnichek oral information). The verification of the affinity of
the studied patches to the above mentioned associations requires
penetrating studies and the both complete phytosociological and soi,1
documentation. In the present paper these patches will be defined in
the meantime by the current names. Oberdorfer (1957) and Hartmann
and Jahn (1967) have provided the characteristics of this this type of
forest, as have Mikyshka and others (1968) for the part of
Czechoslovakia, neighboring Poland.
In tha Polish literature there is a lack of data concerning the
occurrence of the Bazzanio --- Piceetum association in Poland.
Studied patches on Mt. Babia Gora resemble the physiognomy of spruce
patches on peat (Sphagno girgensohnii-Piceetum) described by
Polakowsky (1962) from northwest Poland. The occurrence of the
upland-montane spruce and the numerical share of Bazzania trilobata
speak to the affinity of the studied patches of the Bazzanio-Piceetum
association.
Patches of the Bazzanio-Piceetum association occur at the base
of the southern slopes of Mt, Babia Gora in fringe peat bogs, at
elevations of around, 800 meters above sea level, above the village of















a tat l ^ dark, damp, mossy spruce stand. The level of ground water is
shallow in connection with the weak water run-of .f. Th surface layers
of peat have an acidic reaction. The ample layer of mulch, composed
of needles, twigs, spruce cones and shoots of Vaccinium myrtillus is
rather thick.
Spruce develops and regenerates here well. The moss level here,
in which peat dominates, is especially amply developed. The plants
of the undergrowth are few. Of the species characteristic of the
association (Oberdorfer 1957), bAzzania trilobata and Plagiothecium
undulatum, as well as species from the Sphagnum girgensohnii family,
deserve mention. The presence of Carex brizoides and Equisetum
silvaticum, which are distinguished within the confines of Bazzanio-
Piceetum as a subassociation with Carex brizoides and Bquisteum
silvaticum (hartmann, Ja
	 °	 thn 1.,,67) also is characteris ic.
The studied patches resemble those of the upper subalpine spruce
forest because of the share of Plagiothecium undulatum, P.
curvifolium, Luzula flavescens and Bazzania trilobata, as well as
because of the the dominate role placed by moss in this association.
In patches of Bazzanio-Piceetum a total of 51 fungi species were
collected, 54 percent of which were made up of fungi growing among ;)eat





The mycoflora of the mossy Bazzanio-Piceetum forest on Mt. Babia
Cora has L special transitional character for the fungal flora of the
peat bog and spruce forest. The group of fungi connected with peat
clumps (Galerina mycenoides, Lactarius theiogalus, Laccaria proxima
40
and others), above all, distinguish it in the studied area.
Cortinariius paleaceus, Hebeloma helodes and.R, Ausula decolorans also
play a greater role. The abundant occurrence in these patches of
Inocybe lanuginosa, whose fructifications grow both among peat and on
rotted wood or fallen spruce cones, is very interesting. This
attests to the broad ecological. scale of this species, which also
grows on the ground in the studied area. Xeromphalina campanella and
Notopanus porrigens, as well as the rare Pholiota astragalina, occur
here in great number on rotted spruce stumps.
The above mentioned floristic similarity of mossy forests to
upper subalpine forests is underlined in the patches of
Bazzanio- Piceetum, as well as by the presence of ,f ungi. These
include the Cystoderma sublongisporum, Naematoloma dispersum and
Hygrophorus olivaceoa]bus, which grow most abundantly in the upper
subalpine forest, and those, which are also known for the montane
spruce forests in the Tatras and Alps: Pholiota scamba, Lactarius
lignyotus, Hygrophorus tephroleucus, Cortinarius brunnous and C.
atrocoeruleus (Nespiak 1960, 1971; Horak 1963). Mitrula vitellina,






Shmarda (1973) performed mycosociological research on the
Bazzanio-Piceetum association in Moravia. The mycoflora of the
patches of this associaton is very rich and diverse in Moravia. Of
the characteristic species the fungi, Pholioto (scambi)-Inocybetum
acutae, distinguished in the forests of this association, the
following deserve mention: Lactarius theioValus, L. helvus and
	 A
Corinarius paleaceus., The question of distinguishing the
mycocenosis in plant communities is still a matter for discussion, to
which Doerfelt (1974), subjecting the work of Shmarda to critical




Sphagnetum magellanici (Male. 1929) Schwick. 1933 (tabl. 15 and 16)
The peat bogs occurring on the southern slopes of Mt. Babia Gora
represent a type of high moor, soligenic, which is created on the
slopes of mountains and fed additionally by run-off water. There is a
lack of the mozaic configuration of the tuft and dale associations.
There are few paragraphs in Polish literature concerning the
occurrence of the association of Sphagnetum magellanici in our
country. This type of moss was distinguished in western Pomerania by
Jasnowski and others (1968), giving it the rank of a specific
association, Sphagnetum magellanici boreale. This association,
however, has a subattlantic character and has a character different
from the studied patches of slope peat bogs. Very similar high moor
patches, however, occur at the foot of Polica (Stuchlikowa 1967) , a
massif neighboring Mt. Babia Gora on the east, but these communities
have not been phytosociologically defined.
A complete description of the Sphagnetum magellanici
association, which takes into account its occurrence in Europe and
provides an exhaustive bibliography, can be found in the work of
Neuhaeusl (1972) , which stresses the heterogeneous character of the
association, its wide-spread nature and its great geographical
diversity. Among the many phytosociological records of Sphagnetum
magellanici, which Neuhaeusl considers in his paper, the patches of
the montane form of this association, described from the Beskids in
Czechoslovakia under the names, Sphagneto-Caricetum pauciflorae and
Sphagneto-Eriopnoretum vaginati (Duda in Neuhaeusl 1972), deserve
attention. In relation to these patches, the studied peat bogs show
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The most characteristic species of the montane variety of the
mentioned association is the Carex pauciflora. This sedge, relative
rare in Poland, occurs rather abundantly in some places in the studied
area. Among the 46 species mentioned in tho collectived table of the
Sphagnetum magellanici associaton (Neuhaeusl l.c.), 20 are in common
for the peat bogs occurring on Mt. Babia Gora. There are also many
high moor plants here, charateristic for the class, Oxycocco-
Sphagnetea. With regard to the formation of the peat bogs within the
confines of the forest level, species of the class, Vaccinio-
Piceetea, have a rather large share. The studied patches of peat bog
were treated like a forest association with respect to the large share
of spruce in these patches.
Patches of the Sphagnetum magellanici association occupy a small
area in the studied area on gradually inclined slopes at elevations
around 790 meters above sea level, above the village of Lipnica Mala
and the settlement of Slona Woda. Dwarf specimens of spruce occur in
them, around which are gathered tufts of Vaccinium myrtillus. The
level of ground water is very high. The reaction of the upper layers
of peat is very acidic. Compact and dense tufts of peat plaited
cross-wise by cranberry shoots make up the surface of the peat bogs.
Patches of Sphagnetum magellanici bogs are the poorest in
mycoflora of all the studied associations on Mt. Babia Gora. A
significant percentage of exclusive species (illustration 3) has
facilited its differentiation from patches of Bazzanio-Piceetum. Of
the 28 fungi specieces collected in These patches, up to 89 percent are
comprised by fungi growing among peat, while a few are funai found on
rotted wood. The following typical peat fungi play a dominant role:
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tibiicystis, Cmphalina sphagnicola and Cortinarius uliginosus. The
occurrence of Monilinia oxycocci, a fungus which grows on rotted
cranberries, also merits mention. It was collected in peat bogs, for
ex. at Lubelszczyznia (Salata, Bednarczyk 1977).
Data concerning the mycoflora of the Sphagnetum magellanici type
of high moor is not found in the accessible literature. With respect
to the fact that the peat bogs are characterized, in general, by a
great homogeneity of mycoflora, the studied patches of Sphagnetum
magellancic show many traits in common with, for example, the
Sphagnetum medii pinetosum high moors in the Bialowiesky National
Park (Nespiak 1959) and with the transitional bogs in Czechoslovakia
(Kotlaba 1953) . The peat bogs of Mt. Babia Gora are distinguished, by
the occurrence of fungi typical for montane spruce forests, such as
Cortinarius collinitus, C. callisteus and C. brunneus (Stern 1969;
Horak 1963; Nespiak 1971), and by the mass fruiting of Galerina 	 F L




























Llczba powlerzahnt i obserwaeji pmeprowadzonych w zespolnch lesnych Babiej Gbry
Number of plots and observations carried Out in the forest nssoctatians of Mt,	 Bahia Clara
^.	 -..._.y_^._ ,.....	 ..	 .	 ......_.s.,v...^_ .._..^.,._	 .....
I.iczba puwicrxchttiM
--
Wysokus6 n,p,m, Number or plots I.iczba observe,Jednomtka fitosocjologleznn Altitude Number
Phytosuciolo g ical unit m na stoku: hiczenic of observ.
oil slope total
Dentario glandulosae-Vagetum 820-1030 N— 7 13 ^82
0251060 SW`— 8 1 li
Calio-Abietetum 730- 74:1 N -- 2 11 23
815- 910 S, SW-12 137
Abieti-Piceetum montanion 880-1070 N— 3 13 ;	 33
850-1085 S, 9GV-10 108
Caltho-Ahtctum 710- 935 N— 2 i	 5 23
ozonalne 810-1015 S, SW— 3Sorbo-Acerethan nzanal 1040-1100 N— 2 ,	 2 I	 22Baz2aWo-1 1 1ceetum 780 S, SW-- 2 ° 11
Sphagnetum mage(lanici	 J 705- 790 S, SW— 3 I	 3 21
0g6lem —Total number 012
_ ..	
473
Piceetum excelsac carpaticum 1185-1310 N— 5 13 65





N	 — zbocza p6lnocne (north-facing slopes)
S	 — zbocza poludniowe (south-facing slopes)


















Caltho-Al?tctum incanae (Ja,siewicz 1965 n,n,) em, S t u c h l i k 1908
Nr kolejny (Serial number) 1 2 3 4 5	 1
Nr zdjgcia w terenie 1
(Number of record) 15 16 05 49 48
28 11 0 28 29
6 7 9 5 5	 i
Data (Date) 69 69 70 70 76
,Miejsce zdjgcia (Locality) BPN SB Cz NT NT
Expozycja (Exposition) NW N SW S S	 f
Nachylenie (Inclination) 5 0 10 5 31 1Pysnknsd rt.p,m, w in a
! (Altitude In m) 935 710 1015 870 310	 ' 0
Zwarcie warstwy drzew w o/o a l 90 •6'
60 00 60 50 y
n'Zwarcie warstwy drzew w 0/0 ap 10
(Density of trees in %) 0U
Zwarcie warstwy krzew4w w o/o b 30 20 — 20 20
(Density of shrubs in %)
Polcrycie warstwy zielnej w o/o c 100 100 90 80 90 u.y
(Cover of herb layer In o/o) o
Pokrycle warstwy mszystej w o/o d 30 30 40 20 20
(Cover of moss layer in o/o) `d
Srednia wysokoO drzew w m 15
y
12 12 10 10 co(Mean height of trees in m)
Srednia §rednica drzew w cm 25 12 9(Mean diameter of trees in cm)
Iilasa wieku (Age class) IV IV II II II
Powierzchnia zdjecia w mY 1200 200 100 100. 100(Area of record in sq. rA.)
Liczba gatunkow w 1 zdjgciu 41 45 23 27 22(Number of species in one record)
Ch, Caltho-Alnetum + t (and)
Alno-Padion:
Alnus incana a 4,4 5.5 4.4 4,4 3,3 5
»	 >,	 b 1.1 1.1 2
ft	 c 1.1 + 1.1 3
+Crepis paludosa c 2.1 2.1 + 3.3 2.3 5
+Caltha laeta et palustris -F•.2 3,3 2.2 1.1• 1,1 6
+Chaerophyllum hirsutum v. cicutaria 2.1 2.2 1.1 2,3 -f- 5
Carex remota 3.3 2.2 1.2 3
Poa remota 2.1 1
Chrpsosplenium alternif olium 3.3 -1- 1,2 3
Circaea alpina 2.2 1 1
Mnium undulatum 2.2 1.1 2.3 2.2 1.2 6
Sporadycznc (Sporadic):
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Carex silrutica .111.1 L:' 1.» 1.2 '	 .' 5
`l.y;, ntuchia nefnorunt
Impatieftu halt- tlll4gel"e dl t' 1.^d
Pulmunarta obscura 2-0. 1
Symphytttm tuberosunt 1.2 1
Paris quadrifolia }. `' . 1.1 1 3
Sporadyczne (Sporadic):
Asperula odorata 05, Dentaria bulbifera 10, D, olandulosa 15,	 49, F:uphorbia
amygdaloides
	
10.	 Clulet,bclolotl 	 iuieum 10,	 Phytvuma spicatum	 10,	 Primula
elatior 10, 4:1, 44(1.1). Viola sitc'estris 15
i
Ch. AYlolinietalia' i Oda)
Molinio-Arrhenotheretea
"Alflosatis palustris 1.1 + I 1 2.2 3
Cirsium oleraceum 3.3 1 1
'Genum rivale i 1,2 2
Sporadyczne (Sporadic):
Cirsium palustre 05, Filipendula ulmaria 48, 05, Prunella vuivaris 05
Ch. Betulo-Adenostyletea
Petasites albus 3.3 4.4 I- 3
SCnCeia nernorl'flsis et fueitsii + 1.1 2,2 + 4
Sporadyczne (Sporadic):
Aconitum firmum 05, Calamagrostis arundinacea 15, Thalictrum aquilegifolium
10
Towarzyszgce (Accompanying):





C 'i' (	 1b` alix caprea a } 1
n	 itb 2Alnus glutinosa a 1.1 L1 1.L 3
Equisetum silvaticum 5.5 2.1 + 3.3 + 5
Athyrium filix-fcmina + 1.2 + 1.2 1 4
Urtica dioica 1.1 r 1.1 + 4
Ranunculus repens 2.3 r 2
Valeriona simplicifolia 1,2 1. 2


























Conocephalum conicum 	 1.2	 2,2	 2.3	 1.2	 +	 5
Mulum puttctatum	 2.2 . ^-.2	 2 t
Brachythecium rivulare	 +.2	 2,3	 2 }
Climaclum dettdroides 	 2.2	 1
Sporadynne (Sporadic)-
Carex fusca 48(1.2), Chaerophyilum aromaticum 16, Equisetum arvense 65(2,3),
Pragarla vesca 15, Gentiana asclepiadea 16, Geranium robertianum 49, 48(1.1),
Geutn urbauum 65, I°jylocomium splendens d 65, Lotticera ni0ra b 15, Lysimaehia
nunttnularia	 49(1,2),	 65(1.2),	 Mafaltthemum
	
bifolilt`a	 16,	 65,	 A17tiutn	 rffine	 48,




latifolia	 15,	 48,	 49, J
O, maculata	 16,	 Phepopteris	 dryopteris	 15,	 I'.	 polVpodioldes	 15,	 Piagiochila
asplenioides 65(1,2), Rhodobrpm roseum 49, Rubus idaeus 16, Sedum fabaria
15,	 Soldanelia	 carpatica	 16,	 Steilaria	 media	 65,	 Trichocolea	 tomentella	 16, f
Vaecinium myrtiitus 65, 'veronica beccabun0a 15(2.2)
Ob s	 aja nlenla (Explan tions):
BPN—Habiogdrski Park Narodowy (Babia G6ra National Park)
Ski M- Nadlekn(ctwo Sucha Beskidzka (Forest Inspectorate SUeha Beskldzka)
Cz — Czechostowocja (Czechoslovakia)
NT — Nadleknict%vo Nowy "rarg (Forest Inspectorate Nowy Targ)
Numory zdjgd w terenie odpowladnjq numerom stanowisk na maple (Bujaklewlez 1979)
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Calycolla oitriva pa	 1sIasyacypisun W?uiPr v, rubi 1a	 1 a w ^




avi.:;ryrolls tvo' i , !a 1i; 1 +
i!yvaodontia queraina in 1
niophora eri;.0orii in 1,
'yoono aml cta 1r 1
Pdiaki, filcdy /ntuapa, ID00/1





Trametoo voraicolOr 1Xor"philina ca.ipannlla /.x/ 1
oena maaulata /1 /
1a
1!q,,ovylonocphaera
NaNCGan hir.+Ita in 1 l
!YCuba aetcula 1r
1
1A.rmillariutln '^.1'oa 2a	 1a
30utellin' a ocutellata
yo gna I;ulcriculata in	 1 r111	 213 ?,
dyaone alculina 2r
w
PeAellua atipticua 1a 1
Omphalina optchyatua 1n 1
Uyycoca hoonatoptda in 1








SUrcona luteoalcallna 1r 11
h
p uteuo atromgc•ginatua 1r 1
1r inPAwmaroonluu orinaonuo 2
Uchy /mouses/i
Gerronema oetipea 2r	 1 r 2
Gzczgtki grzyb6w /rotten ranai/1
Collybia cookei la 1
ObjaAnionin /Exp1anotions/1
r
I,b - gleba 86rnku bogiaana /montane muddy Pont boil/
p - gleta poiltopiona /muddy soil/
Hamer powierzohni obsorwaeyjvej odpoviiada numorowi zdjoeia
PitosoeJologiezneto /Number of oblervation plot aorrearonds
Kith tnn numb9r oi• p:lytocociolocical record/
Tabela 4	 -	 Table	 4
Sorbo aucupariae-Aceretum aarpaticum Cal, at wait. /1961 n.n./1970 «G
Nr koledny /Serial nuwbp r/ 1	 2
Nr zd3@cia w terenia 13	 14 ?ti
/Number of record/
'k3	 20
Oats /Dute/ G	 6
69	 69
Mie3ace zdjgoia /Locality/ 13M	 DTN
Eker,ozycja /Expooition/ Nw	 Nw e
Nochylenie /Inclination/ 40	 40
wyaokoAd n.p.m. w m 1040 1100 m 1
/Altitude in m/
Zwarcie warstwy drzew w K 	 a i 90 +^
70 w
a	 n 	 n a2
/Donsity of trees in KI
20 a
a
Zwarcie warstwy krzewdw w 9	 b 20	 10 u
/Density 0.f ztuvba in tV
Fbkrycia warstwy zielna3 w % clk 50	 90
I	 n	 v	 c2
/Cover of herb layer in K(
00	 60 a
w p
rakrycle warstwy cazyatoj w S d
/Cover of mono Mayer in %/
zn	 zn 0
M
Aradnia wynckoP drzew w m 1B	 - m
/Mean height of trees in m/ +'
Srednia J rednica drzew w cm 43	 - yr
/Mean diametar of trees in cm/







lowiararhnaa ad3gcia w p 'L RW :00
/Awa or record W
Llcaba gota-aw w 1 zdatciu 35 39
/N"Der of spocios Lh ciot record(
Ch. Acerion /D, Eorbo-Acrratum'/t
Acer paeudor.oWnua	 4 1 4.4 4,4 2
4












c` 2.2 1.1 2
'Actoessricata	 1c 2.2 1 1 1 2
2tr*1y6ti4nus Orsaii c t + +
Admonarla obacura	 c t 1.2 . 1
Ch. Fagioni
Dentaria bulbltcra c, 1.1 + 2
Dentarin glanculoaa 2 + + 2
Ch. Fagetallat
lmfA tLona noll-tangere c 2 3.3 111 2
DryOr'Wria 1111x-ra44 2.2 2.2 2
Chryaoaploium alturnifolLum 2.2 2.2 2









Epiloulul montanum 1.'1 1
Ranut.culua	 c 1 t.i 1
feria quadrilolla r . 1CalooWoion lute" + . 1
Ch. BMW -Adanostyleteat
tubes (vtraeum var.carFuticum b 1.1 1+2 2
N	 n	 cl
N	 "	 C2 + 7
Lunl.era nigra	 b 2.2 +
Adennn •_ylas ailtariae -t 1.: 4.a 2








Ranunculus ilatanitollua c, r .^
1
Thalictruw aquilegifollum E 1 2.2
DoronLcum austrlacum c 
t
2.1 1
Mule,odium a1pWn^ e 1 1.1 1f'rirula olatWr c . • 1.1 1





n	 n	 L.. ^
«CC^tt3 ad .U'A S'L+1	 a , l.w • ^
N	 11





y`1t w1La a "to,wtla C . 1.1 2..: 1
^:nyr iJAl :,ilx- 1Jaina v t 1.' 1.2 w
tSuuu«	 1J..a,i« t






I, n 1;UKCcrl3 ^rY^	 t .r1." C, r ' 7tr-^JPCJrla	 1ul^tu,l L,tidob C^ r +
1::LCJ dl„Lca C. ..i •
^;.a r.idyCt:n • /^tJrad LC/i
iilroilorhozia lyco'oitoiay s d 14.	 Nomoyyuu alpins 13	 c,
Lozilla allvatica 14 c„ Lycolodlum aolago 14 01i:llll
0pifuylla d 1411.2/,	 T.laooroniana d 13, .^,anbu^
,
trs race
moaa 13 c 1 ,	 Valorilina silppllciiolia 14 02 , V.tripteris
14 c,
Obiadnlenia/Explonationa/i
Dili	 -	 isauioeirsiri Tnrk Narodowy
/,>Abta 'dra Natonal far /
Numory zd,lgd q tore2ie odroovlada q qqumerom
atanowlsk no maple	 8u3okleviczl 9/
/Nttmears of records correspond with numbers






1`abela	 D - Table	 g
J
Jiacromycotcs w platsch zespolu Agrbo-Acerotun
laaromycotoe in patchou of Aorbo-Aaerstua association
;tr koloony /Serial aaaber/ 1 2
Rr powiorzchni obaorwdeyjgcj /.Io of plot/ 1y 14 j
Qialhoud powierachnI /Area of plot/ m 2 200 200
WyaOropd A.p.ca. w m /Altitude in a/ IVIO 1100
Skspozya;a /&ponition/ Jrd W N
4t
ttaobylonia /Inclination/ NO 40 s°,
Typ Cleby /Ooil typo/ . be
PH /Soil reaction/
	 _ G,tl G,0
Rtoaunki wodne /later conditions/ a um a
Stopied zaian /Degree of changer/ 0 0 ,kq
Liczba oboomaedl /JJumber of ounorvations/ 11 11 .9
Liczba gatunkdw AWitor of apeoiou/ 5G G4
"-ieaia /round/s



















gn 2Strophharia Reru1; Woo




Conocybo piloaella 1r 1
Coaocybe siligiaea 1 1
C%*tinarius boloris /1=r/ 1
Corlicariue floxlpoo 1 1
I I -joybe godeyi 1r 1
Zaccaria laccata 1r 1





Scutellinia trochiopors jr 1










romphalo porforano r 1 (	 s




"araomiut recuuana 1r 1









anti chlorinolla 2r as ?A`{c	
rulaloa 0yathoid '1a :a d
..ycona galopoda Iu 4n
"yceaa gawuingloner





Laohnollula vu00.c.r 1 1







Jycona atylobat04 1r 1
Opadle gmlgzki itp./fullon twica ate./J i
Dtatrypo dinciformin 24 1
Jfymenoncyphuo aerobinua 2a 1
j




Cgngcybe bru m jr 1
♦Jr cons amicta 1' i
itycoca rubromarginata 1r 1
paath rolls obtugata 1r 1
Tubaria furfaracoa jr J









Bcutolliniu carnoo-aaaguinaa 1r 1A 2
{ Dacrymyycoo atillatun 2a 1 6 2
I Jiaraamius alliac sun V. alliacous 1r 1 r 2
v. rubs 2s 3a 2Daayncyphua bicolor












--"_-._..' .____ .._., .._.
__—_—,- ^^	
^3.-
., >r	 YStt';.%+ ^
	











RchaelIula aubtiliaoi. la 1
Golerina aideroWea 1n 1
ColMia coafluann 1r 1
drop	 otuo veriabilio 1r 1























Galerinn unicolor 22 1r 2





























Horicium oora loidon 1r 1
vy6002 aciouln r,1 1
Uycena F,aloriculata jr 1









szczgtki Grzyb6a /rotten funGtlt
Collybia cookoi in 1
Focznarki a'8ad6',7 /pupae of inoeoto/t
loaria farino0a 1r 1
Objadni0nia /Dcplanotiona/t


















































Ubslo 0 - Tiblo f,
Dontario 4loodulosas -:•agotum tai;,o'1927 um. Lot. 1954
Nr kolojn7/n4rial nu„bor/






7yzoko66 n.p.m. tv m
/Altitude in m/
Zaaroie waratwy drzoa w K 41
	
/Donnity of trees in +:/	 a2
Zuaeoio worstmiy krzewou rr r b
/Density of shrubs in ;,/
Pokryclo narovay ziolnoj w ;i c
/Cover of hurb layer in r./
Pokrycio narstuyy mazyotej w R d
/Cover ot mono loyor in Y/
trodnip rysoko66 drzaw n m
/goon height of trace in m/
9radnia brodnica drzow w c.
/Ateen diameter of truss in en/
Klass wioku /Ago class/
PH /Soil reaction/
Pouierzobnia zdjucia w n2
Aron or record in sq.m./
Liczba gatunk6'n w 1 zd34ciu
/Number or species in one record/
Podzoopol i /aubasoociution oral/
facja Ironical
oapoLa	 vigx6u /o: tno
usoociotio
i
n+ and of the
aliianco/ r 'Lon

































1 2 , 3 r 5 6 7 6 9 10 11 12	 1
n 50 2 3 55 GO 4 04 $ 51 54 0
26 4 28 27 7 6 1 9 27 4 7 b	 2
G 9 6 b 9 9 7 9 b 9 9 9
69 76 69 £9 76 76 69 76 G9 7u 7v 7^	 a
RPl1 CZ RPN PP.1 CZ CZ S8 CZ M.1 CZ CZ P?:S	 PP
RE SSA .n1 :,u-ADS S :t'A "; VIV 334 SS :111#1
3$ 20 20 35 :0 '0 20 5 3 30 20 1j	 1
950 1040 975 970 '1060 925 820 930 1000 1010 1030 "030 101
EO to 70 10 70 60 EA 10 ,0
AO 90 5O 20 EO Go ^^ 50 10 '0 'J 20	 1
30 10 10 . za 1O 1v
70 EO 100 1 00 IC-' ;0 70 70 70 EO 70 tO
10 zn zn . za zn zn -
25 20 22 20 18 26 30 20 20 22
63 45 60 26 40 31 50 eG 35 3
VI V VII VI III iI V
r
V V III III V	 V
G,0 . 505 6,0 , J0? 40 Orb	 5#
2CO '150 200 200 150 2bO 200 100 200 100 100 200	 2C
a , 21 19 22 19 31 30 30 20 22 20 37	 3
t y p i c u n fe^atucotosub oilvaticoo
A.U.
13.n Ion t; 1, •
-T
I 0•u. I	 ?.a.
4.4	
+..4 3.3 2.2	 5.d	 '1. r;	 r•	 p • rr i.1	 .'.2
x•3 1.2	 4.4	 H•j'	 1:9 1.1	 1 •Lr
•
r.2 r
'CI. r	 r ^t-t
^.^1.2 .:Y•
+	 r	 •1	 +	 .	 +	 2,3
	
+	 1.1	 r





+	 1.1 i.	 1.0	 .
r	 r	 +	 +	 r	 r




























ORIGINAL RACa-Z I	 101
OF POOR QUALITY
.halictrum aqullcG; itoiiva
	 ,	 .	 +	 r	 r	 .	 + I STAlliam urainlla	 FX;	 •	 •	 •	 •	 1	 •	 .	 •	 •	 ,	 I	 I
3ntradyn ne /sporadic/1
Aln.>.a inonra b/ir+/i Cnrd ^,::iae I riro, v; '0; Ciroaen11pi.10 cf, Cr,:tatiana /60/;	 cai:ona taxifoliun d/04/1
.ilium offunum 50 1 ,11 1 01 r.,4ta„ra cp+cats /Ga/ i/cis/^ q PriSUla clntior /'.^/{ nl rnario obaoura
ch. VOCaA9io-P1oeoto3
Piaoa o:roolao	 a1	 •	 3,3	 1.1 1 ,2 3.3	 II
n	 u	 1,.	
.	 .	 .	 • _	 ,	 .	 .	 +	 •	 +	 r	 1.1	 Ii






r 4CC. 31. n ::yrtillao	 •	 +	 •	 r	 ♦.. ^ 1.1:	 .1 1.4	 +	 ",2 III
orb ,,,C; ^,uasparla a , , .r . + r r + + ^r III
f:oao3Yno alp.nn • • r , + + + 2.2 SI
:poradys;z>:o /3poradic/;
1'_. 00h=m spicant 5111.211 Polytr.044;z 4ttondatum 4 ;17,
So,sarzyazgco /Acco :paryinpt/;
Abioa albs	 a 1
	. 	 ?.2 1.13. r^	 _	 ,r.3	 3.3	 ITTu	 n	 a	 .1	 .	 ^.2 1.2
	 .	 .	 .	 .	 h•1
'.3 1.1 1.1
	 •	 .	 I1
rl	 02	 r	 r	 *	 r	 +	 1	 r	 IV
Oxalis ocotaaelia	 1.2 1.1	 +	 2.2 4.4 3.3 2.3 1.2 4.w z^a ^.; 3.^ 1.2	 V
Athyrium filix-remina
	 2.2 3.3 1.2 1.2 +.2 1.2 1.2 r
	
, i,	 + 1ea 1.'I	 V
Sonocio Fuc gail at nimorannio 	 r	 r	 r	 +	 r	 + 2.1
	 +4 +	 a•
Rubuc idaouu	 +	 ,	 1.2
	 +	 +	 r	 +	 I„ 1,1	 IV
Polygonatuu vertioillotum 	 +	 .	 + 1.1	 +	 +	 +	 r III
sam uoua racamoso
	 r	 ,	 +	 r	 .	 r	 .	 +	 r	 III
Seraruun roborti=x.
	
.	 1.1 1,1 1.1	 ,	 .	 .	 ,	 1,1
	 ST
Phcioptorio dr.
 2ptc ic	 1.1	 r	 +.2
	
D 1,1	 II
Phogoptorio polypodioides	 +	 +	 +	 1,1 4.1	 II





+	 .	 .	 1.1	 +	 +	 II
2urax arifoliu0	 1.1	 ,	 r	 r	 II
3poradyczno /3porndic/1
Adenoatyloo alliariaa 71 Ariu ga rcptaro 41 A„tran`i.o moior 1 41 Ath,,rium alpentro 501 Brochythociuz
ratnbultui 11 B.valutiaum +.,y 1
 (la',c,UACPaatl o-sue: + foliur ;4, 351 Ch.hirrutum /54/1 Cropia paludoca
Cuechn.poia coespi lwan / w/ /',./1 Equivet : prnten o /u ,+/;otivatioum /aO/,/c4/1 Fill-
U
la .tlsuri7 / / t Con Winn 1^ C13 ,11 .l i/','/t ;.ronf.ua 	 1 a ;oun 11c.3/1 Nieracium 	 l".urorum 4/1.2/17;
nicora nitro h/;: 1/2.P/, !t S r't 1a7?ro.:a / /i aJtn !c.
	 bi£oliun 4.7/1 .1/ :'uIredWa olpinum.
Goluaau allacarpscico 6/1.1/, 7t
o
4troptopus^1^xp	 t;oJuxiiollu p i,IV^zori n i
atriptero^. cupraa b /04/1
iac 
Ob^:r nioaa/E;plaaal,lnsa/1
BPI;- Cabl2g:rrrki i rci: ,;acodor'a /Bab2n Gora ;rational Park/
CZ	 Czochoalrs:.013 /CZ00hoalovakia/
.,B	 iradluanictw0 Jucha hnakidz'ra /Yoroat Incpoeterate Guano Bookidzko/
A.U. - Alltum urainum
S.D. - 4to; ,Aario nororuu
I.n. - Tapa o„» ,oii- tanprc
M.P. - "arourialis poroaao
A.c• - Asporulo odornua
0.0. - Oxalis ocatooella
F.O. - Fadtuca zilvatica
Numory zdJV6 w toronio odpowiodai1 namoron stanowiak ra mapia /Bujokiawicz 1979/




















 7	 cable	 7
9acromycetee n platach cespolu Dentario glan4ulosse-45atum
Uacroty Cates in patches of Dontario Rlnndulodne-Pner.tun acebelation
Hr kolejny /Serial number/ 1 2 3 4 5	 6 7 8 9 10 11	 12 13
Nr powierzch:l observacy,tnej 1 50 2 5 55	 60 4 64 5 51 54	 6 7
/Number of plot/
Vielkol6 povierzchni w m 2 200 150 200 200 150	 200 200 100 200 100 100	 200 200
/Area of pltt in ag.m./ n
VysokoAE n.p.m. /Altitude In m.s.m./ 960 1040 975 970 1060	 925 020 930 1000 1010 1030 1030 1010
Zkspozycia /E xrooltion/ NL SSV NV MG SSE	 S to V NV SSW SE	 NV V nG.
Nachylenie /Inelinatlon/ 35 20 20 35 20	 10 20 5 3 30 20	 15 10
Typ gleby /Soil t p:/ b.g. b.g. b.g. . b.g b.k. . b.k. b.k.
M /Soil reaction/ 6o 5.5 6,0 5,5 4,$ 4,8 5.0
Stosunki wodne/Mater conditions/ b.v. U.W. U.W. U.W. S.W. , O.W. G.W.
U
n0
Stopied zmian /Degree of changee/ 0 1 0 0 0	 0 1 0 0 1 1	 0 0 "ti
Liczba obaervocji m
/Number of obaervutions/ 12 1 11 13 1	 1 11 1 11 1 1	 13 11
Liczba gatunk6v 73 16 40 54 16	 10 34 6 46 3 6	 59 62/Number of species/
fodtespitLfac3a A.u.
typic U is I Iva ticaem
/Sueassociation and.facies/ S.q . I.n. M. p. I	 A. o. 0.	 a.	 E'.	 s.
Ziemia /ground/1
RhodophyllUs nidorosus zn I
Inocybe calamiatrats tr I
Lactarlus fuliginoaus 1r I
Cortinarius flexipes 1r 1r I
Clitocybe gibba tr 1r L
Lactarius blenniva r./ r 1r I
nsco 
a 1r 1 IIccari aaethystina
r
1r
Xerocomus aubtomentosus /1r/ jr 1r II
Zaccaria lacuta 2n 2n
in-









Rhodophyllus radiatua 1r I
NyR,roTrharun pustulatus }r tr I
Stro;	 ria seruginosa ?r 1r tr ILClswlLna cinerea r a





1r 1r 4n bn lI
I
Mycen a zephirus 2r I
Cratorellus eornueopioides /1 / I
Amanita fulva 1n 2r I
Collybia Dutyracea it 1n jr I
Ruaaula c77rrancxantha jr In Sn II
Fan thyrella tibrilloaa in I
Inocyoe mixtilis 1r I
Amanita vaginata tr I
Ruasula alutacea 1r 1 r 1r Iflygrophorus eburneus 2n I
Lycoperdon echinatum to I
Igecybe brunneo-titre 1r 1 r I
Ruaaula foetens 1r I








Colranus silvaticus to i
Clitocybe langei 1r In I
Rhodophyllus cetratus 1 I
Rhodophyllus clandestinus In 1r Z
Mygrophorus olivaceoalbus 1r 1r I
Rhodophyllus placidus 1r IXerocomus chrysenteron
C^atoderma saigntigw 1rtr •n II
arulina cristata 1r I
Szczytki roilinne /plant remains/
HN:aa ca plllarlpes r
14 1a
L
kymanoscyphus uudatuaItarae,tiva builisrdil 1^ tr 1n LII
Marasaius recubans 3 2a I
















} DosyscyFhus Vl,,g.ln,us 1° la 1° IIi Hymenoacyphus tngineus 1n 1 n















F4atillaria Wei 1° IStrobilurus enculantun 1r I
fiemtmyecna gracile° In INymonancyphus scutula In I
Mycona cineralln 14
Mycena atylobates ^r IFhW.'omarasmiva carFafhllus Ir' I
Anthln4 tl+camel 1's 1° IMycrnl uan •,vinolenfa Ir jr
I'•!vv:na rort4a
ttzizcilu rllanen 11'n I
OFadie aalazki ltr. /fallen twigs et:./
Coprinus rlicatilis
INoobulgaria ppuura in IMycena debilia 1r ITUbarla furfuracca 1r IFolyForus varius v.nummularius 1r 1r IFblyporus varius V.elcgans j r
1a in
jr IDasyscyrhus crystallinus 1° IIMycana crocata 2n 2r 1r II






2° •a 1a a III
Diatrype disciformis 4a In
	 6° 1° 6°
1a
°
1 ° 3 a III







1a 1°a a o
a
5 a II/rry ces atillatus




Mycena amyygdalina jr 1r I
Mycena rubromarginata 2r 1 r 1r 1r II
j
I Cona vitrea jr
2° a IDa°yyacyphus bicolor v.rubi
F oliota larta 1a it
1
2a 11
PoeYyporus alveolarius 1r ICoklyblt eonlluenn 1a 1r 1
La ohnelluls subtilissima 1° 20 2a II
;;Qdtria cianabarina 1a I# Sphacrobolus atellatua In I
4^lerina trlacopa^ a'a




Mycana tintinnabulum 1yn II
r Mycena amicta 1r 1
Pniaki i klod„ /ntunpa and loCs/
+Dentivcllio , frarili° ^s
ICoripporia rnodells 1^
1° IPanollua styyppticua
Trameten gibbona in I





Oudemansiolla rxucida 1r 1h =












































Pkuteus atricapillua 1r r	 r1	 1 '` a1 r1r
1a l a I1
11
Czutellinia scutellata 1n 1 r 2a 3a 2a II
Trametes hoehnelii a 2a 2a II
Notopanua porrigena jrin 1r 1r 2a 1°
11
Calarina =icolor
Fomea fomentariva as 1a
in 2' 11















































































1 in 1° i°
1 n 1n























































































treaelln roliao^i f. auaeinna
y /moSaea/;
^i^rir., : ^pnoru : injr
co0,101	 I1
'olly'sia cub nrasa
'o:zcarki owad6i /puple of
;ordy:ops militaric	 jr
CLJu.,lieois /!Nnl:aatioaa/t
o: - .,I*aa brmitla pr
ok - CleInt
 branatnn ranb,v - bcrdzo sil. •oana /v
u;r - umiavkovanie .ril,o
"w - ulabo wilfotna /al
A.U. - Dontario Clandul
S.n, - Stnllaria nemoru
I.n, - Impntiero soli-t
1.p. - L:orcurlalia	 rn
A.o. - Asporula odora
po
te
O.a. - Oxalis acetosoll
F.s. - Festuca silvatic
Numer powierrohni obs
fitonocjologicznego























s:ca /1o'.teal aroma aartti/










)rxacy I nej odpowinda oumapoNi 1











 tit -1b .^ _ -i" l i'l








ra'aola a - :able a
uatunici nacroryonton lozainio !.yrb;:alajjco
ni::ozc ,;eda^nr.41 zonpilu Dentario alanduloaoe-rat,ctum
!%oromycotua ; ocall;, difforcatial
:or lc vor wtitn of Dentario Clnaiulooao-Fa;otua nsaocintic;t
:a3aenpbl /Jubasacciation/




L1c:.i;a at ei; • C;t pcahr^ citni
	 ^^; I	 G^
/.'aa ,rr C. o:rc:vi':?onu/
	 (	 1::
1nti,e1lia fru„ilia	 a





x Cuieranniclla cauciva1r — Ir
!:YCOnd crutunceno	 1a	 1 r
-n+ 6; arna'i::a bulliardii
	 2








« c'r:.,,lihu opichyaiva	 1Q	
1r
1n	 1nIl	 H° :cnoaoyp'nc:;; aeretinuay :arnnriun alliacouo v, allincouo
	 1c0in	 15r-n 20r-n




+ Rtfaaula „ ^.noxanthn 	 7
i'33lau.%;aura carpophila	 rr
thuio phyllus ;juncinuu
?aati:yralln carcocap),ala 	 a




+ Rdonula alutacea	 2	 1
11holiota louta	 1n	 r-u









',aana lu l, alc•:llaa	 4r-uX. iorlci,u ooralloida.	 t}r
I	 .oroa,hnlind cup ancllu
I
A'r uo abruntitulbua 	 u	
I14
x incuotus nodulonua	 ?a
i.JO ens rorida	 2u
''yito:Iema aaiantinuz	 2r-n
I grophorus olivaceoalbaa	 2'
-yoona sanGuinolento	 2r
Cbja;;nicnia /h`.!planationa/;
A.U. - Dentsriu ^linlaloaaa-r; tut
ullzutocun uraini
typ. - Dontaric C1anaulac::a-.'r.,;eua;j
t' picu':
7.a. - Dortario :landalo3ae-,IaL^otu;j
:outucocoaua ailvaticau
+t - Ch. Fariou /Littic,vaka























or' PoOR,-JGn U t>7
Tabela 9 - Table 9
Calio-Abletetum Vraber /1955/ 1959 - odmiina karpacka /carpathian variety/
Pr koleJny/Serial number/ 1 2. 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
Nr moerzdjj cIaof w	 ranle
/Number of re cord/ 9 0 25 53 .1,22 23 30 31 39 32 33 30 37 36
1 1 6 7 6 17 20 20 21 20 20 21 21 21Data /Date/ 7 7 0 9 9 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
69 69 73 76 76 74 74 74 74 74 73 74 74 74
Ekspozye3e/Exposition/ IN N SA S SK SE 3 Sk'Y SEE SXR SSE SW SK SEE
Nachylcnie/Inellnatlon/ 5 5 5 10 15 5 5 10 15 10 5 15 25 5
MtrJoce 0 A  NT r, Cz -NT NT LH NT LM NT NT NT NT n
:yaokoS! n.p.ta. w a
/Altitude in m/ 743 730 910 910 100 060 SeO 030 690 830 815 1370 660 F130
o
m
Zwarcie %carat'+y drzev w N	 a i 90 20 20 90 60 00 a+,
00 80 00 70 50 00 90 90 30 
4 2 10 70 60 10 40/Density of trees in N/ a
Zwarcie warstwy krzew3w b w 1l/ 10 . zn 5 5 20 . 40 5 zn ' 5 5 0
/Density of shrubs b in %/ U
Pokrycie warstwy zielnej c w N 60 00 90 70 90 00 90 100 70 40 100 60 50 70 1
/Cover of herb layer c In N/
Poktycle warstwy mszyatej d w N 5 5 20 5 zn 70 40 40 20 80 60 10 30 40
/Cover 0f moss Mayer d in %/
8rednia,wysoko44 drzeew w m 25 25 26 30 30 30 25 30 25 30 25 25 25 30
0
M
/Mean !eight of trees in m/
ro
Srednia 3rednica drzev w cm 47 . 30 50 42 39 42 51 48 51 34 56 39 39 ++
/Mean diameter of trees In cm/ H
Klasa wieku /Age class/ V V V V V V Y V V VI VL V V V
Powierzchniazd3Qcla w m2 200 200 200 400 100 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400
/Area of record is sq.m./
Liczba gatunk3w w 1 zd,1".ciu
/Number of species in one record/ 33 32 28 29 10 35 49 48 35 47 32 31 34 30
Podaespil	 /Subassociatlon/ f a g o t o	 is u m h o m o g y n a t o s u m
^h. 1 D+ z£spolu
/Ch. and D	 of the ace ciation/1
+Aolcs alba	 a1 1.2 :.3 1,1 1.1 4,4 II




b` +,2 2,1 ♦ 1.1 + + III
Abies aloa	 c 1,1 . 1.1 1.1 . 2.1 1,1 2.1 2.1 10 1.1 1,1 1.1 V
Calium rotundifoliun c 1.1 2.3 2.2 +,2 1.2 2.3 3.3 2.2 2.3 2,2 IV
Ch. pagetalia + i /and/
Cuerco-F'agetea
F'agua silvatica	 a 1 .	 .. I
a 2










+ Dentarla glandulosa r r . r ^.^ 2.1 1.1 + 1.1 2.1 1.3 1.2 1.1 Y
Mycolls tairalis r 1.2 + 1.1 + 1.1 . 1.1 1.1 . 1.1 IV
Carex •ilvatica 1.2 2.2 + +.2 2.2 . +.2 +.2 1.2 IV
Calcoodolon luteum + + 1.1 1.1 1.1 + 1.1 1.2 IV
Viola silvestrl3 1.1 1.1 1.1 . + 1.1 + 1,'1 + IV
Sanicula europaea + 1.2 r r 2.1 3.3 1.2 r III
nuous hlrtus r + 1,2 . ♦ r + + r + r IV
Anemone nemorosa r + r + r r + III
Yea nemoralis . + +.2 +.2 1.2 +.2 +.2 +,2 +.2 III
Dryopterls filix-mas r ++2 1,2 1,2 r r II
Equisetum allvaticum + 1.1 r II
Lysimachia nemorum +.2 + + + + II
+ Asperula odorata + . 2.2 1.1 1.1 2.3 II
Prenanthes purpurea 3.2 1.2 + 1.1 . I1
Noehrirgla trinervia . +	 1.S 1.3 +.2 . II









Impatiens noli-tangero 1.2 1.1 I

















Acer pseudopletanue c 8, b 25,4m%an op1^ienta 30. Aetrsntin maLor 31, Carox digitota
31/1.1/ 30, Cerasua avium c 33 33, E ilobium toontanutt 8,39,38 Eurhynchiwa zottorateedti
25, 31/4.2/, Fiasidens taxitolrus d 5, Lukdla nomorosa
	
Yniaaa undulatum 32. Paris
G^
uadritolia 8,30, Ranunculus lsnuginoeuo 30,39, Roca • eaniha 31, Stellarla nomorNm 53,52/4.4/,
mphytum tuberosum 30,37
Ch. Ootulo-Adenoctyletan
Senecio fuchsia et nemorenaia	 1.., • 1.1 1,1 +	 , ,^ ,,1	 1,1	 •	 +	 +	 +	 r	 v
Phyyteume npicatum	 r .	 +	 .	 . 2,1 +	 . 1.1	 + 1.1 + 1.: r
	 Ir








Adenootylco alliariae 2y , Lonicera nirr4 F/ c ::, Miliu_n offuaum 52, 39, Mulrediun a1pinum it
Petaeitea albus 53, Primula elatior IT, 3.., Roou pendulina 31, Seneclo oueulpWaa 9, Golidsgo
virga-aurea 39.
Ch, VaccLnio -P1c•'.n i /and/
Vaccinio.Piceltalia
Piece excelsa
	 6 1	 :,3 3.3	 54	 ».»	 II
«	 «	 a	 1,1 5.5




	 •	 I ,
•	 "	 c	 +	 1.1 .	 +	 1.1 1.1 2.1 1.1 ♦ 1.1
	 IV
Sorbus aucuparia b	 1.1	 1.1
	 ♦ 	 +	 +	 +	 it
c	 .	 +	 +	
+
1,1	 + 1.1 1,1 1.1 +	 ♦ 	 IV
Vaccinium myrtillu3 	 1.2 + 1.2 2.3	 4,4 2	 1	 1.1 2	 1 2 1^	 V
Luzula flavencens	 +	 r +.d ♦.2 	 2.2 P. Z-2. ^ 1.L I.-	 2 1.2 ..2	 V
Dropteris austriaca	 r	 +	 + 1.2	 .	 + .,^	 .2	 IV
Homogyne alpine3.2




	 +.2 + 1.2 +,2 3,3 1,1 1.1 +.2 2.3 2.3 1.3	 V
Dlccanum scoparium 	 ♦.2 . 2,3 ♦. ^	 3,3 1.2 3.3	 3.3 1.21.2	 IV
Plagiotheclum curvifolium 	 +.2 +.2
	
2.2 1.2
	 ,	 1,1 +.2
	 11
Sporadyczne/Sporadic/1
e]ltodon schreberi 23/2.31,39/1.2/, P1 ':ad minor 23, P.accunda 23/2.2/, 37, P.uniflora 37,
Plagiochila asplehLbides d 32, Rhytid:adelphua loreus d y,32, Sphagnum girgonsohnii d
To'darzyazgce/Acccmpanying/c
'Oxalis acetoaella	 2.3 5.j 3.4 3.3 3.3 3.3 4.4 2.: 9.3 . •4 5.'^ 3,3	 ti 2.1	 V
YHieracium murorum 	 2.2 1.1 2.2





	 1.2 1.2 +.?	 ^ +.2 +,2 +.2 +.2 1.2	 V
Rutr1a idncua	 •	 r	 1.1 2,3 1,1 1,1 r Z. S1,1 1,1 1,1 1,1
	 V
Majanthcmum bifoliam
	 r 1.?,	 2	 1,1 1.1	 2.1 2,1 
Fragar14 vesca	 r	 .	 s.r . i.i +	 +	 a	 +	 IiI
ialeriana triptoria
De schampsia caeopitoaa
	 .. +.2	 ♦„	 ,	 II
Gentians asclepiadea
	 1.1 .	 +	 +.'	 II
Ranunculua repens	 ,	 .	 1.1 r	 +.2 +	 iY
Fhegopteris drryyoptaria
	 +
Veronica offieinalio 	 +	 + 1.1 .	 II
idnium aftine d
	 +•a




	 , +•2 1.2	 +.2	 +.L	 III
Hylocomium splendens
	 .	 .	 1,: +.2 +.2	 ♦.2 	 II
Sporadyczne/Sporadic/a AjuCa reptana 8 0 30 0
 Cardamine amara 32, C,imoatidnz 39,38,. Carox caryopnyilee ::5,
Chacrophyllum Lemulun 32, Chamadnerior, onl;,,ctuwlium 25, Ciraium palustre 31, Done mpsia
flexuosa 9, Dryopterla spinulosa 30 0
 Equisetum pratense 32, Calcopsis puouacens 39, G.totra-
hit 30 1
 Galium vernum 31/1.2/,Geranium robortianum 8/1.1/, Hypericum madulatum 23, Ja iporua
c4mmunla c 31, Lophocolea heterophylla d 5, ielandryum ruorum 36, hinium spinoaum d 31/1.2/,
30/1.2/,
 Myosotio palustris 3111.1/, 39. Phegopterls polypodloidez 30,3G, Poa annun 31,
Populua tremula c 6, Potentilla ':ormentllla
 32, Ranunculus aces 3111.11, 3; RGytidiadelprus
triquetrus 3111.11 32, Rumex arlioliun 52,38, Selinum carVlfolia 38, Soldane^In carpatica
3311.11, 36, Thuidlum tamariacinum 30, Urtir_ dl„ica 38, Veronica chamaedryn 32.
Objadnienia/Explanation4ia
SB - Nadl. Sucha Beskidzka /Forest Inspectorate Sucha Beakidzka/
Ci - Czechoalowacja /Czechoslovakia/
NT - Nadl. Nowy Targ /Forest Inopektorato Nowy Tara/
LM - Orom. Lipnica Main /Forest District Lipnlca Mala/
Numery zdjgO. w toronic odpowiada,j.t numorom stanowiok tan mapic /BuSaklowicz 1179/

















rORIGIMAIL 1 1 „
OF POOR Qil sire V
:a':uela 10- T-Ible 10
Nucr0•.ycatun K plltooh zos)oln Oalio-xbletatum
N.-1crotycetoo in patcheo of 8clio •Abiotatu:1 eaoociation
:'r kolc,+,ny /Serial mu;bor/
;r porierzchni obooroaminoi /:'o of plot/
•,1lelko y,f powierzchni /Area of plot/ n 2





.•10400 lkw"r mWit) or."•/
:ample :+ czlan /Oc+;r^e of cnunGuo/
li°zta obaecwac2i /;lumber of ooaervatiuno/
Liczba Catunlc6u /'!u:;or of apecioo/
1•	 2	 3	 4	 5
9	 0	 ;;y
	 53	 $2
20'3 ZOO 200 400	 1CO
743 730 910 910 1030
Y;J	 R	 08	 cl	 S11
5	 5	 y	 10	 13
5.0 4.01.'i
.
2	 3	 3	 0	 1
1:	 11	 13	 1	 1











d	 9	 10	 11	 12	 13	 14
31	 39	 32	 33	 38 	 37	 36
400 400 400 400 400 400 400
8,*2 090 830 015 070 800 030
0+fd SZZE So 00E	 GY	 GA aim
10	 15	 10	 5	 I^	 25	 5
b#
^+.7 4,9 ^a3 4. r +1.5 4.a 4,9
,	 ew
.	 4	 2	 2	 1	 1	 1
14	 12	 13	 15	 13	 14	 14







PcGzeap6l /Cubaoaoclation/ f a g o t 0 a u a h 0 W o g y n a t o n u m
Zionic /Grcurl/c


















Phaoomaranmiuo forruGinoua 1r I
Gtropharia oeruginosa 1r I
Hygrophorun eburneuo in in I
Cortlmariun flexi pes 1a 1r I




1r 1 r ILycoperdon perlatum
Amanita rubeacena 1° 3r 1 r 1r II









Caliybio butyracaa 1n 1r 2n 1° 1r 1 r
IZ
III
Russulu delica In I n 3 r 1 r 1 r r
R°naula "motion 31 1r jr 1r 1r 1r
In III
Ru°culn ochrolcim In 1r jr 1r 2r ?.r 31 III
Cyatoderma carcharila
Rw
2n " ;I 2r
1 r 1r	 jr
h° jr
;°


































L	 :rtnycbisnaccaria n 1° 1° %r 1'+ ,°• 1 r 1r 2r
17
I:IHyrropaoruo r-latul , tom 1° 2°
1r
1 r 4° 3° 1r 3a III
h
A,^,^^rlcus abruptibulGus
odors v. ulba 1r
T
ICiitocybo
Inoc;ibe hirtella 1r I




























Iooeyt: eodoyi 1r I
fthodophyllua hirtipes jr I
Thelephora palmata 2' 2^ 1r 1r I II II
Amanita inaurata 1r 1= 1r 1r II
Collybia asema 1r 2r 2r III
Russula mustelina 1r 1r 1r 1 r 2n IZ
Russula intemra 2r 1r 2° 2° j r jr I °2 4° IV





1r 2n 4°1 r 1r2r 2n 3° 1° 1°
IT
IV





Cortinariun collir.itua 1i I














1r 1 r 1r
II
II21tyd num reppandum.udoo :ipphalin^ coaprcuai; ,co 1a 1r jr 1 r 1r IT









OF PO,,OR QUAL AV,
4: RV n 14 It, III
Xoroco-uo bali , .s
I V ,4V 1 4 aif,, 11IT






















Laob arlue 0.1moni.a... Jim  ITIClitocybo inopnat4 2rInocybo toprardii IV 7
Inooyb j CN=ocarpa jrir I7nocybo obacura
Laota ,.*iuj uVidua IV I
Lepiota vantriosoopora ir
Li ptorodla ola;7tiaa IVPaziza Danioaa IV,2v IrConocyto tonormInoo7bo ooph711d V. 130ophylla 2a 1 VInacybe grunnoo-stra in IV
Inocybo tarda 1r 1r













oderma oublongioporam 3 n Ir pr 11
0 t.ybeI ns	 gracmata. rI 20 Ir 2V 11Octoupora carbonigena Is I
Amanita ragalli Ir I
conocybe oubovalis IV
LIevariun volemus 1rTricholoma saponaceum
Clitocybo lanCei IrIV I, IClitocybo clavipas IV






itocybe candicano 2In 1I
cl.rtinariuo ezrjthrinuB 1 r I'
Wanita apiona IV I
clavulina cristata IVAmanita porphyria
Lactariuo holvus 1a ICortinariun multicolor I, IIIno qybe oblectabilis in IPoziza badia
Cortinariuj acutus
Pe,xillua izvolutus
Itunsula docolorama IV ITylopilun fallaus
I 
r I
SzcziAi roullnno /plant rematng/s
vir6lnouo Pa




14youna citrimoaari;luata I I2y,junu vulguriu la I CL ,Zt IV13cona "Ipteryf"iti 2u lu r
"r
































Maraca us androsaccus Ir 4a 3r
	 IVIV 8"IV 2a2














illena eanguinolentaHymenoneyphuo phyllophilus a 3 I
F






aimycena gracilin 3 a IV ir
I
IT
mycona ouranbiomargimata I r pa IV IV IT
r000lla 2n 3a 2a 3a 1n I & a 11,J'oenaa 








'ICudonla circimms IV 2aMycona linoata inUn.ranpius bulliardii aIV irH	 a









r, 4 a jr ^r u





































































1 r 2° 1° in II

















3° 5A 4° 11 1
IIu 3°a
i	 1 r 1r jr in II





















A 1a2a Za	 1a
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ORIGINAL uyr, ;;^ ,:;
OF POOR QUGe,"a '"
ORIGINnL 4 a 6<_..a i













Galerina by noru. qr	 Jr
`




GeopyyXxla carbonoria tar	 7a jr ra
1rTricho phaea gregaria
ophyllua anthracophilum










Pailocybe coprophila in In
Dtropharia stercoraria 1r 1r
Ozczgtkb grzybCw /rotten fungi/t




Inaria aphecophila 1r 2r
Obla4aiania /Uplanationa /t -
bk - gleba brunatna kwapna /brown acidic earth/
aw - Hleba alabo wilCOtaa /oliChtly moist/
Tabela 11 - Table 11
Gatun%i macvomvie::: lokainio wyr6Mnia;J4ce
nilaze Jadnaauxi toapolu Calic-Abietatum
Ad cromycotos looally differential for
lower units of Galic-Abletetum asnooiation
Podzospbl /3ubaisociation/ far'. hcm-


















+ Runsala cyauoxuatha 7r-11
2r 2r+ Lactariva oubdulcia
2r 6r011tocybe gibba











































































+ - Ch, pelota
Tabala 12. Table 12
Atieti-Plcvetuo montanum Szaf.,PDwl.,KUlCZ., 1923
Nr koleJny/Serial number/ 1 2	 ! 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
Nr zdJgcia w teronlo tU 12	 11 56 61 22 34 27 26 20 24 35 29
/Number of record/ 27 27	 27 n 27 17 21 21 21 21 6 22 20
Dots /Date/ 6 6	 6 9 9 6 0 0 0 0 A 0 6
69 69	 69 76 76 74 74 74 7 16 74 74 74 74
NieJace zdjgcia/Locality/ LPN DPN DPN Cz Cz NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT
ZkOpozyCJ4 /%xpoeition / N N	 Ni S: a So ° C'S ."+E S S SE «E .:
Nachylenie/Inclination/ 5 15	 35 10 15 5 ; 5 5 5 1', 5 5
nyonkudd n.p.m. w m
/Altitude in m/ 1010 000 960 1085 910 (1110 010 931 9.!0'931 10;1 675 2"GU
rwut •cio worntwy drzuw w %	 a t CU 70	 70 30 70 ,.
0 n.tty of tr.'r.s in It/ v0 40 SU tit Lf ^^ t dU ro
a, ,'0 ,^U	 10 uu 10
'.:wc.e war::twy krzvwl w 	J w .'1 70 GO	 10 w a'ts a 3u 0 uu r v m %anaity of .hruo;;	 4 in /! , R
Poktycte waratwy 4ieltiu,t	 u w X
cover or Herb layer in Al GU 90	 i0 tl0 aU 70 70 W t,t, 70 70 70 50 °
Pokrycie waratwy icozyatnJ d w 76
/Cover of mans layer in y/ 1u .0	 10 10 +aU N 90 tuu ;:u 90 7U 100 lu0
8rednia wy;,okodd drzuw w m 25 25 25 20 20 10 10 In 30 10 25 'U/Mean haicht of trees in m/ .1
5radnia dradnica drzuw w cm 50 40 40 39 40 35 44 35 28 40 60 °/1"aan diameter of trees in cm/ ..
Kiang wiaku /Ap klass/ V VI	 V IV III V V V V V V V VI m
P°wierzchnin zdJQcis w rot
~/Area of record in sq.m./ 200 200 200 400 100 200 400 400 400 400 200 100 200
Liezba gatunkbw w 1 zdJ¢ciu/Number 17 16	 25 16 19 30 37 30 26 31 27 27 20
of spocLos in one record/
Ch. Vaccinio - Picalons
Picea excels-	 a 
1
3.3 2.2 4.4 II
3.3 3.3 3.3 4.4 3.3 5.4 1.1
•	 •	 b2 1.2 + . + 1.1 2.3 lI
•	 •	 c 1.2 1.2 2.2 + + 1.1 1.1 + 2.3 1.1 2.1 V
Homogyne alpina 2.2 2.1 1.2 1.1 2.1 1.1 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.3 2.1 r V









OF, POOR Q I-LIB V
Plagiothociux curvitolium
	 d . +92 +•2	 , 2.2 2.2 +•2 1.2 •12 +,2 • . IV(	
ItPIj;Otheolua undulatesm •	 • 2.2 •	 + , • i•2 • 1,2 1.2 . ,
SpOredyczne/Sporadic/1
	 tozz u61, "5,






























t11"yoPteria 40triae4 1.2	 1,2 2.2 :,3
	 + • + , • 1•? M
Pirtle tewunde ,	 , ,	 , 1,1 , , , , 1.1 ♦ It
LYf-)Podt%A rclego ,	 • r ,	 , • t ♦. r' + 11
lcran:ui scoparies	 d ,+ +,2 1.; :.3 , '.3 3,3 .1,3 3,3 3.3 ."•3 3.3 V
irtrodon achrebert ,	 • . 2.2 3.3 3.3 20 3 2.3 4.3 IV
Poiyy irlenua ett°nubtum 1.2 2.2 +,2 1.2 4.4 +,2 1.2 C,¢ «•3 1.2 2.3 2.3
3.3
,! V
Ptili^ rriati-esrtronsia . . •	 • • • . • 1 .2 1.2 . I
Sporadyczne /Sporadic/ 1 Drachytheciuu starke4 27,24, Leuccbryum glaucum 27, 28, Pirols minor 22,29,
Plagiochila aoplanloldes 22, Vacoinius vitia -ldaoa 28/1.2/t35
Ch.6aCotalia i worco- F'oaoteat
FaVia otivatica	 a
i




. • . . , • • • IIu	 p 2
n	 n	 b2
•	 ,
. . . . , • . II
1.2 414 1,1 ,	 , 1,1 + 1,1 1.. 1 , . , IIIn	 n	 c 2.1	 2.1 1,1 ♦ 	 1.1 • , , • • r II
Ater psaudoplatanua
	
a t . + • , • ,
Prenantnes purpurea +	 + r ,	 + ♦ + + . ♦ 1,1 , • V
Equisetum silvaticum
. • ,	 • • • r + + , , r TI
Carex piloso , • ,	 . + + + • , . , I
Epiloblum montane , . ♦ r r r • SI
Sporadyczne/Sporadle/1 Anemone n4moros4 U, Aruncup silvestrla 22, Atrlohua undulates 10
Zardamino trifolia i4, chrysooplonium alternttoliw 34, Dentaria Clanduloaa 22/1.1/
Dr/opteria fill% -mao 11, Eurnynchiw zotteratedtil 22, 27, Callum rotundifollum 3 16
Impatiens null-tangoro 12, R/celis muralta 34 Phyteuma spicatum, Rubua hirtus 22/x•1},
53mb ,ioua raoemosa c jo,34, Sanicula avropaaa ..
4 2
row1rz/azgoe/Acooapanying/1
Aoics alba	 a 1
	?.: 2,2	 1,1 •	 II
	
4.4 . 1.1 . 1.1 2.2 4,4 2.2
	 II1
n	 n	 a	 1. C, 1.2
	 1.1 .	 II
b2	 2.2
	 • 2.2 2.: 3.3 2.2 . 2,3 4.4 3.3
	 IV
c	
. 1.2 1.1 ♦ 	 1.1 2,1 1.1 2.3 2,1 1.1 2,2 1.1
	
V
Cxalia acetosella	 2.2 ?,2 1.1	 1.1 2.1 2.2 +.2 1.1 1.2 2.3 1.1
	 •	 V
,.anthemum blfoliw
	 r r r 1.1 1.1 2,1 1.1 +	 +	 + 2.3
	 +	 •	 V
Ru es idaeuo	 ;,2 r 2.1 1.1 a	 +	 +	 +	 ,	 t	 +	 +	 +	 V
Calamagroatio ar'unUnacea	 . . 2 •
	 •	 •	 • +.2 +02 •	 •	 • +•2 ♦ 	 +•2
	 III
Athyrium filix-femina	 •	 + 1.1 •
	 +•2 •	 •	 •	 +	 •	 +	 Tj
Luzula 3ilvatica
	 1.2 +•1 r
	 +	 •	 ,	 •	 •	 •	 •	 +	 •	 •	 II
Luzula nemorosa	 .	 .	 +	 ♦ 	 .	 .	 .	 t	 t	 ,	 .	 II
Sonecio fuchaii	 r	 •	 r	 + 1.1 +	 •	 ,	 .	 .	 II
Carex piluliferd	 ,	 .	 ,	 ,	 • 1 .2
	
+:2
	 •	 +.2	 II
Carox caryophyllea	 ,	 ,	 1.2	 +.2 +•2	 II
XnLum affine d	 •	 •	 • t•2, 2.2 2.3 2.3 2.3 + •3 1.2	 •	 III
Hylocomium splondano	 •	 ♦ 	 .	 ,	 • +.2 1.2 2.2 2.2 1.2 .	 3.3
	
•	 III
Norchantia polymorpha	 •	 .	 •	 •	 2.7 +o2 +i2 •
	 •	 •	 II
Sporadyczno/Sporadic/t
Botula verrucoaa b 29, Catraria islandica 29/1.2/, 35, Chamaenorion a111,'u3tifoliw 26,20,
49, 34, Cirsium paluotro 29 34 Cladonia cenotea 29 Cladonia furcate v. pinnata 3ss
M.1champsia caespitosa 29,34,3 D.flexuoaa 29
	
n,34, Oryopteris spinulosa 24, EE oobles
coilinw 34, Fragaria vesca Ze. 5, Punaria hygroaetrica 27/1.2/, Centiana aselepisdoa 12
Hyppnum cupresatforme v, ericetorw 35, Legldozia reptans 24, Lonicera nigra b 11, Myosotio
paluatris 28, 34, Orthodicranum montanuv 4, Orchis latifolia 26, Potesites albua 26 , 27,20,
35, Pnepoptoris dryopteria 11/1.1/, pll,poly
pp
podioidea 11,12,29, polygonatw verticillatum
r4epene 261
,31,, RRh
hytlusadolphua triquecrus22u27,, Rumexlacetoeellai 34, Selixi
cepree Ranunculusa
c 27, c 28, S,ai edlaca c 34/1.1 / 1
 0 29, c 0, Sphagnum quinquafarium 28, Tatraphis pailueida
2, Tuaatla go farfara 34, Valeriana triptoris 22, Veronica officinalis 28
Objadnienia/Explanation3/1
ON - 1labiog6r3ki Park Narodowy / Bahia 03ra National Park/
CZ - Czechoslowac ,la /Czechoslovakia/
NT . Nadl. Howy TarC /Forest Inapectorato Nowy Targ/
Numery zajgd w terenie odpowiada34 numerom stanouisk no mapic /8uMawicz 1979/












Tabela 13 - Table 1 3
ltacromyootes w plataeh zespolu Abieti-Pioeatum montanum
Uacromyoster in patebou of Abiati-Piceatum montanum aeaociatfon
Nr k^ olejny /3eriat t rbar/ 1^ 2 3 4	 5 6 7 0 9 10 11 12 13
ttv powiarzohni obeorsAcy$sos /No d)f plotj 10 12 11 56	 61 22 34 2? 26 28 24 35 29 r
Wiolko66 powierzchni /Aroa of plot/ m2 200 200 a00 1100 100 200 400 400 400 400 200 100 200
wyook066 n.p.m. " m /Altitude in m/ 1070 eao 960 10e5 910 860 690 931 928 931 age e75 850
$kapoey4ja /1`cposiLlon/ N it NW 6671	 ON 6 3E 3E 8 a BE aL a
Nachylonio /znolination/ 5 15 37 30	 15 5 5 5 5 5 15 5 5 1
VU /Soil reaction/ 4.5 4,5 4.5 ,	 . 4.2 4.? 4.? 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.2
3topioh zmian /Degree of changes/ 0 0 0 2	 0 1 3 2 2 2 0 2 1
Liozba oboar-Y44i /:lumber of obaervatione/ 13 10 11 1	 1 13 13 13 14 13 1 11 13 13 H
Liczba gatunk6w /:lumber of ppooice/ 62 34 31 6	 14 44 41 56 57 51 56 34 70
ziomia /ground.,11
Clitocybe langoi a I
Cortinarius 1loxippea









kucaul a alutac oe






1 r 3° 1 r1





Amanita vaglnata 1r 1r 4n
I
ZI









Laocaria laccata 3r 1 r 1r 1r 1r 2v 1° 1r IV









Ciavulina cristate In 1r Z
Inocybo umbrina jr In 1r 1r ZI
Hygrophorus olivaceoalbus jr 1r jr




1 4 1 1 n
1
1 1 II.











Cortinarius oaaguiaeua jr I
Elnpphomycoa granulatuo
L acbariue lignyotua



















^usaula,intera 1r 1 r 1r 2r 2r
II1
II
Lactarius aurantiaoua 1r 2r1r
r 1 r 2n 1r 111Lyce erdon umbrinum
Cortinariva Collin Win
1jr 1 1 1r n 2°r ZI
Amanita	 t hor3na v.ab;etinum 1r
3 2 II
pan
Galorina subbadipes jr Z
Ljophy llum tesquorum 1r I
Runsula footons 1r I





Hydnum repandum 1 1 r 2 r
I
II








Hobeloma oubsaponacoum. 1r I








btycona zephirus 1r 1r
I
Z
Cortiearius paleaceua 1r 2° I
Rhizina undulata 2° I
Lactariva piperatuo 2' I




Ruanula nigricano 1r le
I
I
Lactariu° picinua 1r 1 r 3r II








Clavulie,a cinorea 2° 1 r 1 a II
Amanita ruboucens jr 1r 3n II
^G^^(^'s`•'1Ga^? a ?'s^ il '`^'






























1 r 1a 1r. rsn 7' Sa Ga Oa
9a 4a









r 1 r 1r
.,a 1n
1 r 1r 1r
1 r 1n 1r
1r 2r 1r 2r









Gn jr 1 r Is
5a l a la






1a 1a 2a la 1a 2a1 .. 2a 1¢ 2a 3a 4a 5¢ ,a 4 a 4e 3ar , I r 2n
3r 1r
2r 3n 1 r 3n;:. _ 1a 1a 2a 1 1t 7 a 5 . In
In
1n 11.
















2a	 in 1 r	 1r
1n	 1rIn	 1r	 jr 3n
1 r 4a	 1r










































































































































































9	 na lutooaicaliaa 1r 1 r 1' a 2;. 1r IIIFomitopaia pinicola





a 3a a 3aa
o 1 r r
capnoidca 3 1 1r	 2 1 2 4° 1 r Iv
Yeromphalina cam panella 1a 1s 1a In 3a s  50, i n i n I.1






1s 1 s 1 a 2a II
Akeletocutis amorphe Sn 1n I
Psathyrella hydrophila s//9 I
Hypoxylon frogiforme 1s 4a I
Hymonochaote cruente, 2a I
Iycena maculata in










Gl000phy'lua abietinum in I
'Lontinolllus cochleatus an in 1 s
Crbilia luteorubella 1n II
Phnliota flammana jr I
Flutous atromarginatus 1r 1r I
Hotorobaoidion annonus 1n, 1n I
Poeudohydnum gelatinosum 1i 1 r ya 1r 11
Oudemansiella radicars 1r I
Phellinus viticola r
Amylostersum chaillatii 1n in I
Omphalida cricotorum 21
Cylindrobaoldium evolvssa 1n I
Oymnopilus hybridus 1n I
Iacoperdon pyriforme 1n I
Ditiola radicata r
Dearymeccs microaporuz tr I
Gymoopllun nenctrans jr I
Gymnopilun napineus 1r I
Etch	 /moaaeo/t
Ga erins hypoorum Sn 3r 2r 1 r 3r 3n I r 2n Iv
Galerina cahleri ga 1r I
Golerina mniophila in 'Ir 1r II




















Haucoria pseudoamaresceas 1r I
Hebelom,.; mesophaoum
1 rTrichophaoa gregaria 1r 1 r I
ltaa6z /clung/s
1'ailocybe coprophila 1r I
Lasiobolus cilintus In I
3tropharia storcorarin 1 r 1 r I
Grzyby /fungi/t
Cordycopn ophiogloaaoides in 4 I
Collybia cookei 1n I
Cordycepa capitata 1r I
Collybia tuberose 1r 1 r I
Nally /insocto/s
Ina,ria ophecophila 1r 1 r 1r jr 1 r III
Objahnienia /Explorations/t
Humer poaierzchni obser+vaevjnej odpcwia:la nu„erowi zdjgoia fitosocjologicznugo
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Tabula 14	 - Table 1,i
Bazzanio-F'lccotum Dr. DL. of Sias, 1939
Numer kolejny /"arial number/
	 I	 1	 2




t;icjaco zdtCcia /Locality/ L11 Cz A
".ksrnzycja /Fxpozition/ S: r, Sw u
!i..chylcnin / iNclina;ion/ 5
a
a









/Density of treoa in 7(/
30 0
0
zwarcie warsttry krzow6w w H b 40 40
/Density of shrubs in %
Zwarcie stars t' y -tolnej w 96 c 90 80 w
/Cover of beru layer in Y. ar
Fakrycio warstwy rszya'.e9 w X d 100 100 0
/Cover of moss llayor in M
trodnia wyaohoU drzaw w m 25 IS W
/Mean height of .roes in m/ w
Srednia 6rednica drzow w cm 48 20 ur
/Mean diameter of trees in cm/
Klass wieku /Ago class/ VI IV
Nwierzchnia z	 v. m 2 400 200Ycia
/Area of racerd In aq.m./
Liczba katunkdw w 1 zdjgciu 21 15
/Number of species in one record/
Ch.Z"op't s:r./n	 tr+a ausoc.'
ani ull./Vaccinio-PlooLon,




"	 "	 c 1.1 + 2
Nomogyne airina 2.2 1,1 2l,uzuia 11 .rv0aeens +.2 1
+8azzania trilobata	 d 2.3 1.2 2
Plagiotheciuc undilatum 3.3 +.2 2
Flagiotheclum curvifelium +.2 +.2 2
Ch.Vaccinic-Ficactalin
Sphagnum girgentohnii 3.3 5.5 2
Ptilium crista-caotrensis +.2 1
C^. 7aa^triio-Yicaot0a
Vaccinium myrtillus 4.4 4.4 2
Vaccinium vltis-idaea 1.'! + 2Dryopteria auotriaca +.2 1
Dicranum undulatum	 d 2.2 +.2 2
Oatunki towarzyszgce
/Accompanying/
Abies albs	 b/c 1.1 1
Equisotum ativatict,lm c +.2 1.2 2
Oxalis acotosella 1,2 1
Carox brizcidos +.2 1
Soldanella carpatica r 1
Carex fusca +.2 1
Folytrichum commune d 3.3 2a3 2
Nylocomium aFlandens 1,2 +.2 2
Mnium affine .




LM	 -	 rromada Ltmica Mala /Forest District Liprica Hala/
CZ	 -	 Czechoslowacja /Czechoslovakia/
!:umcry zdjgd w tereni.` odpswiadmjq
marle /F4:,lakiawiez 15W - Nvmbers
numorom ctanowisk na
of records correspond
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Tabola	 13	 -	 Toole
	
1,5
Ephagnotum magallanici /Malc. 1929/ Schwick. 1933
koloany /Serial number/ 1 2 3
zUgcia w teranie
amtwr of record/ 1,5 46 62
to /Date/ '6 26 9
74 74 76
eJaca -djgcia /Locality/ LM LM Ce
spozyc,la /Upooition/
_
SEE SEE Sw A
,hylenie / Inclination/ zn 5 5 u
cokodd n. p.m. w m 790 790 765 a
Ltitude in m/ m
ircio 'warst%y drzew w S6 a 10 30 5
:natty of trues in W
ircle warstwy krzowdw w 9 b 10 10 5 q
!natty of shrubs in W
trycia Haratwy zielne3 w % c 00 70 60
u
^Ver of herb layer in 9W
trycie warstwy mazyntoJ w S d 100 100 1CO
wer of mods layer in St/ uy
>dnia wycokodd drzew w m 8 12 6 0
an Wight of trees in m/
,dnia drednica drzaw w cm a 29 3
rf
m
tan diameter of tives in cm/ +,
isa wieku /Age claau/ III IV III H
+ierzchnia zdJgcia w m 2 400 490 200
ea of rocard in aq. m./
:zba gatunkdw w 1 zd,lgciu 27 17 17
amber of s)ecios in ono record/
Sphagnctum magollanici
irax pauciflora 2.3 +,2 2
Oxycocco-urhagne Lea
.ycoccuz qundripetalus 5,3 2.5 4,3 3
lolhorum varinatum :,2 2.2 2
vzora rot:undifoila 2.1 + w
•tagnum magellanicum 5,3 2.3 +.2 3
•hirnum racurvum 2.,! +.2 4.4 3
hagnum robustum 2.3 2
ilacomium palustre a.2 1
lliernon stramineum +,2 1
hagnum acutifolium 3.3 1
Seheuchzerio-Caricatea fuacae
rox fusca 3.3 2,2 3,3 3
,iophorum ar,gustifolium +.2 r .,2 3
rex rostrata 1.2 1
Vaccinio-Ficertea
can excelsa	 a 1,1 2,2 + 3
0 1.1 1.1 + 3e	 n	 c 1.1 1
ccinium myrtillus 1.1 4,4 2
ccinium vitis-idaea 1.2 2.2 + 3
mogyne alpine 2.2 + 2
lampyrum pretense 1,3 + 2
zzania trilobata 	 d s, +,2 1
arzyazgce /Accompanying/
too albs	 b + + 2
00	 c + 1niperus communin 	 b } 100c
rbus nucuraria	 b +
+ 1
1
angula alnus	 b + 1
lix cinarea	 b + 1
ncus squarro4us +.:: 1.2 +•2 3
tentilla thormentilla 1.1 2.1 2












Juncus ol'fuoua	 .2	 1.2 2
calluna vulparia	 1:2.	 1
E941GatU21 slbvaticua	 ♦ 	 .	 .• 1
Salix allouluca	 t	 «	 1
twula )uuoacono c
	 r	 1
to)ytrichum commune d	 :.S 4.^ 2.3 3
5 'aenum /al°ratru
Cb3adnionlo /Ex?lanatl.cnu/t
LM - i'rc¢ada Li rrica tale /rornnt ): • atr.ict blrnicu )Sala
CA	 C;;kChaatow3C,,a 1C,:0r°h73lovuklu1
;'unary zdlwt w t° • rento odtowladc,ra ntm:erom utarowlsk
na ee,ro lt:u,±.tklcwic.* 19r' 1t/ - rrar.oers of records
,` Jrra ,rood with numbma cf localities on clap
/t^uj,auiewtcz 1`J79/.
Ta gela 1 0 - Table 16
.)agromycotea w platach zeopolu Aazzanio-Pieostum i 8phagnotum magellaaioi
.;aeroayeetes in patches of Hazzaa Lo-Plceetum and Sphagnetum magollaniei ansoeiatlona
11r kolojoy /curial nutber/
))r powierzchni obserwac y3nej /:)o of plot/
Niolka d rowinrzehni /Aroa of plot/ m 2
ogyco:tokC a.p.T. w m /Altitude in m/
E1:,^,pozyaja /E::poaition/
:fachylonio /Inclination/
Typ oloby /Soil typo/
p)t /3oil reaction/
Stosunki wodne /4ator conditions/
Stopich zmian /DcCroe of changns/
Liczba obs'3rwacji /:lusher of observations/


























































7amt zerpolu /.)aao of association/ Sph 8P
.achy h:oaoca/s ,
L.;cb rri-ta rufus
^sLvopn°llum paluctrc jr n1 rO::;al1i^.a aph'ignicola 2
Naematoloma claongatipas 2a 1r in 3
:.sematoloma udum 2r 1
Cortinarius callintouo in 1
Iaoepb: obloctabilis 1r 1
:tozitee separate 1r 1
Runoula obscura 1r 1
Inocyb2 napipas 1 r 1
Galorina paludona a5a jr 2 n1 r 1
Galorina tibiicyatia 3 2 
n
2 1 1
Cortinarius brunneus 1r 1 r 2 1 r 1
Cyntoderma oublongisporum 1a 1 r 2 2n 1






1r 2 1r ^a 2Cortinariun fulvescons 2'
Cortinarius uliginosua 3a 4a 2 3a 1 r a
Cantharollus tubaeformis
1a 2^ortinarius collinitus I 1









iygrophorus olivaccoalbus 1r 1 2r 1
Lactarius theionalus
3alerina myconoides 4a 1
Su1.Ula ochrolouca 30 1





Xeeocomua chl ysenteron 2r 1A,avnita vu„inata r
Galcrin: maiol,hila tr 1
Lactarius 11Gnyotua 1r 1
:il:edophyllus cetratun 1r 1
Rhodophyllus cumpidifer 1rr 1
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T - torf ryyalci /hi,a11bor/
























































An Abbreviated Characterization of the Lower Subalpine Forest
	
The great. wealth of microflora has also been shown as a result of 	 j
the above characterization, which is quite differentiated with
respect to the structure and construction of the lower subalpine
forest on Mt. Babia Gora. The forests richest in fungi are the zonal
ones	 (Galio-Abietetum, 	 Abietei-Pa.r,:Petura montanum, 	 Dentario
glandulosae-Fagetum), which are characterized, however, by the
	
occurrence of ,many species also common for this for%at (illustration 	 f
3), while each of the azonal associations are distinguished by a
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